
ABSTRACT 

Characterization of Fan-Coil Units with Electrically Commutated Motors 

Jessica J. Cramer, M.S.M.E 

Mentor: Dennis O’Neal, Ph.D. 

The data from five manufacturers were obtained for the purpose of developing of 

a method for generalizing fan-coil units (FCUs) with electronically commutated motors 

(ECMs). The University of Louisiana at Lafayette (ULL) provided additional data from 

their laboratory. Three methods were tested for consistency in results between various 

types of ECM FCUs: The Fan Efficacy Method, the Constant ESP method, and finally, 

the System ESP method. While each method displayed promise when used for certain 

units’ data, ultimately the System ESP Method exhibited the highest degree of resiliency 

to variations between different ECM FCUs such as ESP, horizontal versus vertical, 

manufacturer, setting, and motor size. The model was also capable of producing airflow 

and power versus ESP curves at a given setting, using only the design airflow and ESP. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

The term “fan-coil unit (FCU)” refers to a heating, ventilating, and air-

conditioning (HVAC) device consisting of a heating/cooling coil and fan (See Figure 

1.1).   This figure shows a draw-through horizontal unit where the fan draws air through 

the cabinet and the coils.  In this instance, both a heating and cooling coil are shown.  

Some units may only have a single coil installed.  FCUs can also be blow-through where 

the fan would push air through the cabinet.  The orientation of the cabinet can be either 

vertical or horizontal.  The application often determines the type of FCU that will be 

used.   

 

 

Figure 1.1 – Schematic of a draw-through fan-coil unit (FCU) 

 

 

FCUs are often applied in a variety of buildings, such as offices, hotel rooms, 

university dorms, and apartments. FCUs typically use either a permanent split capacitor 

(PSC) motor or electronically commutated motor (ECM) to drive the fan. Both motors 

can be used for multi-speed applications.  In this application, the FCU often has three fan 
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speed settings – low, medium, and high.   However, ECMs differ from PSCs in that they 

can also be applied in FCUs where the airflow is continuously varied to match the 

thermal load in a zone.  This type of application has the potential to provide better 

comfort control and substantial energy savings over a traditional multi-speed application. 

FCUs are one of the technologies modeled in building simulation programs.  The 

FCU is typically decomposed into sub-system models of its primary components – 

fan/motor, heating coil, cooling coil, and mixer (DOE 2018).  These components are 

treated individually with their own system models.  Each component is connected via a 

mass and energy balance with outputs flowing from one system as an input to the next 

system.   Because the fan/motor combination is an important contributor to the energy 

performance of an FCU, it is important that accurate models be developed to characterize 

the performance of the FCU fan/motor combinations under the range of loads typically 

experienced by FCUs.   

Some building simulation programs (DOE 2018) have split the performance of 

the fan from the fan motor.  While this strategy makes sense for large air handlers where 

the motor and fan are specified separately and connected via belt and pulley, for FCUs 

the fan and motor are mated at the factory.  Their performance is measured together as a 

combined unit by the manufacturer.  Thus, performance of the fan and motor in an FCU 

should be modeled as a combined unit.  With the application of electronically 

commutated motors, it was important to better characterize the performance of these 

motors in applications with the fans used in FCUs. 

The purpose of this project was to develop airflow and power performance 

models of the fan/motors used in FCUs.  The focus was on developing part-load 
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performance of the fan/motors in ECM FCUs so building simulation programs could 

capture the off-design performance of these type of FCUs.  Manufacturers provided 

airflow and power test data on over 80 ECM FCUs.  About half of the test data were 

provided directly to Baylor University and others were provided to the University of 

Louisiana at Lafayette (ULL) who tested the units at their facility.  An updated method 

for the modeling of the part-load ECM FCUs has the potential to provide better estimates 

of the energy use of FCUs in building simulation programs.  More accurate estimates 

would allow engineers to better decide the cost/benefits of this HVAC technology 

compared to other options when designing a building.     

The study began with an evaluation of current methods for characterizing airflow 

and power performance of FCUs in Chapter Two. This included a discussion of part-load 

models as well as recent modeling work conducted on characterizing fan-powered 

terminal units (FPTUs) with PSC and EC motors.  FPTUs are a HVAC technology 

applied in air distribution systems and have some similarities to FCUs in that they include 

a fan/motor and coils.  FPTUs also utilize PSC and EC motors.   Chapter Three discussed 

the data provided to this study.  It included performance data from five manufacturers 

and one university research lab (ULL).  The data included detailed performance of the 

FCUs as a function of airflow (speed) setting and external static pressure (ESP).  

Chapters Four, Five, and Six described the three models that were developed and then 

evaluated as to their consistency and resiliency to capture the performance of ECM 

FCUs.  Chapter Four covered a simple method called the fan efficacy model.  Fan 

efficacy is the fan motor power divided by the fan airflow.  This model attempted to use a 

simple best-fit line of fan efficacy versus fan airflow.  The next method, discussed in 
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Chapter Five, illustrated the Normalized (or Constant ESP) Method. The Constant ESP 

Method used a procedure to normalize the power and airflow along constant values of 

ESP at different airflow settings.  This procedure had worked well with PSC FCUs and 

ECM FPTUs (O’Neal and Yin, 2020 and O’Neal, et al. 2015a).  Chapter Six described a 

modification to the Constant ESP Method, called the System ESP Method. In this 

method, the part-load airflow and power fractions were determined by the intersections 

between FCU airflow curves at each airflow setting and a duct system curve. The project 

summary and results were presented in Chapter Seven.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Previous Work 

 

 

An energy and mass balance approach is typically used in building simulation 

programs to de-compose the FCU into its primary components: a) mixer where return and 

outside air are combined, b) filter, c) fan/motor, d) cooling coil, and e) heating coil (DOE 

2018).  These components are usually modeled individually then each component model 

is then combined to estimate the performance of the whole FCU.  When modeling the 

airflow and power of the fan and fan motor, one traditional approach has been to use the 

same methodology applied to large air handling units.  With this approach, the fan power 

is related to the fan airflow through a simple expression:    

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛 =
𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡∆𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑛

𝜂𝑚𝑜𝑡𝜂𝑓𝑎𝑛
        (2.1) 

 

Where: 

 

 

 

 

Equation 2.1 assumes the user knows the fan efficiency, fan motor efficiency, and 

total pressure across the fan at a given airflow rate.  While these values may be known or 

published for large air handling units, they are typically not known for the smaller 

fractional horsepower (or kilowatt) fan/motor combinations in FCUs.  In air handlers, the 

fan is often belt driven and physically separate from the fan motor.  In FCUs, the fan is 

directly driven by the motor which is often integrated into the inlet to the fan.  With the 

Qtot = total fan airflow 

ΔPfan =  total pressure across the fan 

ηmot = fan motor efficiency 

ηfan = fan total efficiency 
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motor at the inlet to the fan, the motor affects the air distribution into the fan.  Even if the 

fan were tested separately from the fan motor, it would potentially have different flow, 

power, and efficiency characteristics than a fan with a motor sitting in the middle of its 

inlet (Yin and O’Neal 2014a, 2104b).   

Yin et al. (2016) conducted detailed laboratory measurements on 12 furnace 

blowers.  Six of the blowers had permanent split capacitor (PSC) motors and six had 

electronically commutated motors (ECMs).  These residential blowers were forward 

curved and ranged in motor sizes was from 1/3 to 3/4 hp (248 to 560 W), which was 

comparable to the range of motor sizes used in FCUs.  They ran the blowers up to 

external static pressures (ESPs) as high as 1.2 in w.g. (299 Pa).  There were no cooling 

coils in the furnaces when these tests were conducted but the furnace heat exchanger was 

present.  They used a third-degree polynomial to fit the fan/motor efficiency and external 

static pressure of the furnaces for the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles for performance for 

both the PSC motors and ECMs.  The plots of the 50th percentiles for each type of motor 

are shown in Figure 2.1.  Their results showed that ECMs performed at higher 

efficiencies than the PSC motors across the range of static pressures in their study.  The 

PSC motors ranged in efficiency from 3.6% at 0.1 in w.g. (25 Pa) to a peak of 24.4% at 

0.9 in w.g. (225 Pa).  In contrast, the ECMs started at 9% efficiency at 0.1 in w.g. (25 Pa) 

and peaked at 30.1% at the top of the static pressure range in Figure 2.1   
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Figure 2.1 – Plots of fan/motor efficiency versus external static pressure based on the 50th 

percentile plots of Yin et al. (2016) 
 

 

O’Neal et al. (2015a) characterized the performance of series fan-powered 

terminal units (FPTUs) with PSC motors controlled by silicon-controlled rectifiers 

(SCRs).  Four manufacturers provided performance data on their PSC FPTUs with 

motors ranging in size from 1/6 to 1 hp (125 to 746 W).  In that study, plots were 

provided of fan/motor total efficiency versus fan total pressure.  Their data indicated the 

fan/motor efficiencies varied from about 5% at static pressures below 0.1 in w.g. (25 Pa) 

to about 20% at 0.8 in w.g. (199 Pa).   

A few trends of fan/motor efficiency versus fan total pressure were provided for 

FPTUs with ECMs (O’Neal et al., 2015a).  These data tended to show that ECMs 

provided higher efficiencies, particularly at static pressures below 0.6 in w.g. (150 Pa), 

but there were wide variations in the efficiency curves for different models of FPTUs.  

O’Neal et al. (2015b) chose a modeling approach with ECMs that focused on part-load 

power and airflow to estimate the performance of variable airflow ECM FPTUs.  This 
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approach was different from the fan/motor efficiency approach of Yin et al. (2016) and 

the two approaches could not be directly compared. 

FCU manufacturers usually provide data as a function of the external static 

pressure across the whole FCU not the total pressure across the fan.  Because there is a 

filter, heating/cooling coils, and the fan/motor inside the FCU cabinet, the external static 

pressure (ESP) across the FCU does not equal the total (or static) pressure across the fan.  

Measuring the total (or static) pressure rise across the fan would require installation of 

pressure taps in the FCU housing which are not provided by manufacturers.    

For an ECM FCU that is programmed to follow the zone load, the fan operates as 

a variable airflow fan.   One approach to modeling variable airflow fans is to utilize a 

normalized or part-load power fraction (fpl) to correct the power estimated at the design 

airflow (Knebel 1983):   

𝑓𝑝𝑙 =
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
        (2.2) 

 

Where: 

 

fpl = part-load power fraction of fan/motor unit operating a specific  

part-load airflow 

Powfan =  fan power at a specific part-load airflow 

Powfan_design = power at the design airflow condition (W) 

 

 

        The power of the fan at design conditions would either be calculated with 

Equation 2.1 if the static (or total) efficiency and pressure data were available.  It could 

also be calculated in a building simulation program that had lookup tables for the FCU 

that were consistent with the input required by ASHRAE Standard 205P (2019).  Lastly, 

it could be input by the user in the form of a fan efficacy which is the fan power divided 

by the fan airflow.  At design conditions, the fan efficacy would be: 
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𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 =   
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

𝑄𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
    (2.3) 

 

The fan efficacy at design (or full-load) conditions would be based on the fan 

power and airflow at the design condition.   The part-load airflow fraction, fflow, is defined 

as:  

𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  
𝑄𝑓𝑎𝑛

𝑄𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
     (2.4) 

 

        The fan part-load power fraction is usually related to the part-load air fraction 

(fflow) by a multi-degree polynominal.  One building simulation program (DOE 2018) and 

Brandemuehl (1993) used a fourth-degree polynomial to relate the two variables, fflow and 

fpl.  Janisse(1969), Knebel(1983), BLAST(1986), and O’Neal et al. (2015a) have used 

third-degree polynomials.  The equation is usually written as:  

𝑓𝑝𝑙 =  𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 +  𝑐3𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
2 +  𝑐4𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

3
   (2.5) 

 

       In the above equation, c1 through c4 were constants that would be determined 

from fitting the fpl and fflow data.  The Knebel (1983) and BLAST (1986) models were all 

based on the original Janisse (1969) model which was not well documented (Spitler et al. 

1986).  The data for the fpl and fflow should preferably be based on a large enough number 

of fans to provide confidence that it can be used to capture the performance of a wide 

range of fans in a building simulation program.  If the design airflow and power were 

available with the coefficients for Equation 2.5 for a FCU, then a modeler could estimate 

the fflow based on the off-design conditions in a zone, then calculate fpl using Equation 2.5.  

The fan power would then be estimated with Equation 2.2 assuming the modeler had fan 

power estimates at the design condition.  Thus, the combination of Equations 2.2 through 
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2.5 would allow a modeler to directly estimate fan motor power without needing fan 

efficiency, fan motor efficiency, or the pressure generated by the fan.    

A third-degree polynomial was consistent with the fan affinity laws in which the 

fan power would be expected to vary with the cube of the airflow.  The airflow is 

expected to be proportional to the speed of the fan.  Thus, with the fan affinity laws, the 

part-load power fraction could be expressed as: 

 𝑓𝑝𝑙 =   
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛

 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
 𝛼  (

𝑄𝑓𝑎𝑛

𝑄𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
)

3

𝛼  𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
3       (2.6) 

 

 Figure 2.2 shows a plot of fpl versus fflow using the fan affinity law, the Janisse 

(1969) model and the O’Neal et al. (2015a) model.  The O’Neal et al. (2015a) model was 

developed for fan-powered terminal units (FPTUs) with ECMs driving the fans in the 

units.  The part-load power fraction in the O’Neal et al. (2015a) model included both the 

fan and fan motor.  As noted above, with the lack of documentation of the Janisse (1969) 

model, it was not clear whether it included the fan motor or just the fan power.  The 

coefficients, c1 through c4 for the two models are also provided in Table 2.1.  As seen in 

Figure 2.2, both the Janisse (1969) and O’Neal et al. (2015a) models showed a smaller 

drop in part-load power fraction for a given value of part-load airflow fraction than did 

the fan law curve.  The Janisse (1969) model was above both the O’Neal et al. (2015a) 

and fan law plots for part-load airflow fractions greater than about 0.3.  Only at smaller 

part-load airflow fractions did the Janisse (1969) model drop below the O’Neal et al. 

(2015a) model.  Because the motor and motor controller were included in the model by 

O’Neal et al. (2015a), it included effects of changes of efficiency in the fan motor and 

controller as the airflow changed.  Thus, at zero part-load airflow fraction, it had a part-
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load power fraction of 0.06172 (See Table 2.1) which was attributed to the power draw of 

the controller at low airflow (or speed) settings.    The fan affinity law only included the 

fan and not the fan motor in its estimate of the part-load power fraction.  Thus, the part-

load power fraction went to zero at a zero value of part-load airflow fraction.   

 

 

Figure 2.2 – Plot of part-load power fraction versus part-load airflow fraction using the 

Janisse (1969), O’Neal et al. (2015a), and the fan affinity law 

 

 

Table 2.1 – Values of the best fit coefficients for the Janisse (1969) and O’Neal et al. 

(2015a) models. 

 

Constant Janisse (1969) Model O’Neal et al. (2015a) Model 

c1 0.00153 0.06172 

c2 0.005208 0.09302 

c3 1.1086 -0.11627 

c4 -0.11636 0.96154 
 

 

The development of a part-load performance model is dependent on how the part-

load airflow fraction is defined.  O’Neal et al. (2015a) developed their part-load data by 

defining the part-load airflow fraction along lines of constant external static pressure for 

the FPTU.  Figure 2.3 shows a representative plot of power and airflow at three external 
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static pressures and four ECM settings (2, 5, 7 and 10) for a FPTU from O’Neal et al. 

(2015a).   This FPTU was made by Manufacturer A with a 1/2 hp (373 W) fan motor.  In 

this figure, the part-load airflow fraction at each ECM airflow setting would be calculated 

by taking the airflow at a particular ECM setting and ESP and dividing it by the airflow 

at the maximum setting (10) and the same ESP (See Figure 2.3).  

𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  
𝑄𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔@𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡

𝑄𝑓𝑎𝑛_max _𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔@𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡
     (2.7) 

      

𝑓𝑝𝑙 =  
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛_𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔@𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛_max _𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔@𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡
     (2.8) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow at three static pressure for ECM FPTU-

500A1 in the original dataset from O’Neal et al. (2015a) 

 

 

Because this process for estimating the part-load airflow and power fractions was 

based on constant external static pressures, it was called the Constant ESP Method in this 
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study.  Equations 2.7 and 2.8 can be applied to each of the data points in Figure 2.3 to 

develop part-load airflow and power fractions at each of the airflow settings of the FPTU.  

The resulting part-load power and airflow fractions are plotted in Figure 2.4 for ECM-

500A1.  For each ECM setting, the data tended to group vertically along nearly constant 

part-load airflow fractions with the power fractions showing some dependence on the 

FPTU ESP.  While these data could then be fit with a third-degree polynomial to estimate 

the part-load performance of this FPTU, the relatively large vertical scatter in the data 

resulting from the ESP would provide significant uncertainty in the accuracy of the part-

load power fraction at a given part-load airflow fraction.  

 O’Neal et al. (2015a) applied the part-load airflow and power fraction definitions 

to data from over 30 ECM FPTUs.  The results are shown in Figure 2.5.  In the legend, 

the ECM-333, ECM-500, ECM-750, and ECM-1000 Units had 1/3 hp (249 W), 1/2 hp 

(373 W), 3/4 hp (560 W), and 1 hp (746 W) fan motors, respectively.  The coefficients 

for their best fit third-degree polynomial were provided in Table 2.1.  There was 

considerable scatter in the data.  Much of the scatter was caused by the dependence of the 

part-load power fraction on ESP.  Even with the scatter, the part-load model provided a 

major improvement in estimating the annual energy use of ECM FPTUs in building 

simulation programs.  At the time it was developed, building simulation programs 

typically assumed that ECM FPTUs operated with constant speed fan motors (DOE 

2018).  The part-load model allowed for simulation of variable airflow FPTUs (Yin et al. 

2018).   
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Figure 2.4 – Transformation of the power and airflow data to part-load airflow and power 

fractions for FPTU ECM-500A1 using the Constant ESP Method from O’Neal et al. 

(2015a) 

 
 

 

Figure 2.5 – Original plot of part-load power fraction versus part-load airflow fraction for 

all units in O’Neal et al. (2015a) showing the scatter in the data with the Constant ESP 

Method 
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A simple approach used to model fan-powered terminal units is the fan efficacy 

method.  Recall that the fan efficacy is defined as: 

𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡
     (2.9) 

 

This method was used to provide a simple model for estimating the fan power 

used in FPTUs with permanent split capacitor (PSC) motors by O’Neal et al. (2015b).  

Figure 3.4 shows a plot of fan motor power divided by fan motor airflow for the PSC 

FPTUs in the O’Neal et al. (2015b) paper.  Most of the data fell along a simple line with 

a slope (fan efficacy) of 0.372 W/ft3/min (788 W/m3/s).  While there was some scatter in 

the data, it was an adequate representation of the relationship between power and airflow 

in a PSC FPTU for a building simulation user to model a generic PSC FPTU.  The 

building simulation program would calculate the required airflow required in a zone, then 

the 0.372 W/ft3/min (788 W/m3/s) could be applied to estimate of the power used by a 

PSC FPTU.  O’Neal et al. (2015a) attempted to apply the fan efficacy model to ECM 

FPTUs, but found it was inadequate for the capturing the wide range in performance 

found in ECM FPTUs.    
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Figure 2.6 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for FPTUs units (O’Neal et al. 2015b) 

 

 

The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 

(ASHRAE) is developing Standard 205P (2019) which would provide another way of 

characterizing the performance of equipment like FCUs in building simulation programs.  

Manufacturers can include components such as coils and filters when they perform 

airflow and power performance measurements of the FCU assembly.  These data are 

often presented as a function of ESP.  Standard 205P would make the FCU 

characterization more in line with the data typically published by manufacturers for both 

FCUs and FPTUs.   The fan/motor characterization could include a motor controlled in 

discrete increments, such as a multi-speed unit, or a motor that provides variable 

(continuous) airflow.   Characteristics in the model of an FCU could include items such 

as static pressure difference across the fan/motor assembly, impeller speed (RPM), 

volumetric airflow rate, and input power to the fan.  This approach can be called a 
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performance map approach because data are provided over a range of conditions without 

having to necessarily “connect” the data in a model with a set of equations.  The 

relationships in the model could also be expressed in equation form.   

While ECM FCUs show many similarities to ECM FPTUs in that they have a fan, 

fan motor, and coils in the units, a model that worked well with ECM FPTUs may not 

work well with ECM FCUs.  Given the diversity of modeling options in a building 

simulation program, it is important to explore which methods may best apply to modeling 

the performance of ECM FCUs.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Manufacturers’ Data 

 

 

Five manufacturers provided performance data on 45 fan-coil units (FCUs) with 

electronically commutated motors (ECMs). In addition, data was also provided on 40 

units tested at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette (ULL).  Some of the ECM units 

tested at ULL were pressure independent units which allowed for an examination of a 

broader range of FCUs. 

Table 3.1 provides a list of the manufacturers, the types of units, number of units 

from each manufacturer, motor size ranges, and airflow ranges.   Each manufacturer was 

given a letter designation from A through E.  The units tested at ULL were designated 

with the letter F.  All manufacturers provided fan setting, fan airflow, power, type of unit 

(horizontal or vertical), motor size and external static pressure (ESP). Additionally, some 

manufacturers provided power factor, fan speed, voltage and current, and harmonic 

distortion. A small number of units had incomplete data and were not used in the 

analysis.  Both horizontal and vertical units were analyzed, with a total of 28 vertical and 

50 horizontal units. The high (maximum) setting airflow ranged from 287 (0.14) to 2979 

ft3/min (0.28 m3/s).   
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Table 3.1 - FCU data measurement summary 

 

Manufacturer 

Designation 

Type of 

FCU 

Number of 

Units 

Motor Size Range 

hp (W) 

High Setting 

Airflow Range 

ft3/min (m3/s) 

A Both 13 1/3 (249) – 1 (746) 
501 (0.24) - 2979 

(1.41) 

B Both 8 1/3 (249) 
461(0.22) - 2029 

(0.96) 

C Vertical 2 1/3 (249) 
287 (0.14) – 584 

(0.28) 

D Both 14 1/8 (93) – 1/4 (186) 
305 (0.14) -1465 

(0.69) 

E Horizontal 8 1/3 (249) 
773 (0.36) – 2137 

(1.01) 

F* Both 40 
1/10 (75) – 3/4 

(560) 

290 (0.14) -1912 

(0.90) 

* units tested at University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

 

Table 3.2 shows the number of units in each motor size range from each 

manufacturer. Motor sizes ranged from 1/10 to 1 hp (75 to 746 W).  All performance data 

were taken within each manufacturer’s laboratory.  As seen in Table 3.2, there were 29 

ECMs with 1/8 and 1/4 hp (93 to 186 W) motors driving the FCU fan(s) with either 

single or multiple small motors. Data on 1/3 hp (249 W) units were provided by all 

manufacturers except D. There was a total of 29 units with this size motor. Both 

Manufacturers C and E provided data on only 1/3 hp (249 W) units. Most of 

Manufacturer A and F’s units were 1/3 hp (249 W) or larger. All of Manufacturer D’s 

units were less than 1/3 hp (249 W). Data on more units was provided by the ULL tests 

(Manufacturer F) than by any individual manufacturer.  The data for ULL included units 

from multiple manufacturers.  Data from Manufacturer F was also the most varied due to 

their sourcing of various types of fan-coil units for their testing.  
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Table 3.2 – ECM FCU fan/motor data provided by the manufacturers 

 

Motor Size  

HP (W) 
A B C D E F* 

1/10 (75) - - - - - XXXX 

1/8 (93) - - - XXXX - XXXXX 

1/6 (124) - - - - - X 

1/4 (186) - - - 
XXXXX 

X 
- 

XXXXX 

X 

2 x 1/8 (186) - - - X - - 

1/3 (249) XXXXX 
XXXXX 

XX 
XX - 

XXXXX 

XXX 

XXXXX 

X 

1/2 (373) X - - - - XXXXX 

2 x 1/4 (373) - - - XXX - XX 

2 x 1/3 (497) - X -    

3/4 (560) XXXX - - - - XX 

1 (746) XX - - - - - 

2 x 1/2 (746) X - - - - - 

* Some of the units tested did not have motor size information so there are fewer units in 

this table than are listed in Table 3.1. 

 
 

Table 3.3 displays the data provided by each manufacturer. While all 

manufacturers submitted power and airflow as a function of external static pressure 

(ESP), some manufacturers submitted additional data, such as power factor and total 

harmonic distortion.   Neither power factor nor total harmonic distortion was used in any 

of the airflow analysis in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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Table 3.3 - Data provided by each manufacturer 

 

Item Value/Unit Manufacturer 

External Static Pressure in w.g. (Pa) A, B, C, D, E, F 

Standard Airflow ft3/min (m3/s) A, B, C, D, E, F 

Voltage V A, B, C, F 

Amperage Amps A, B, C, F 

Power Watts A, B, C, D, E, F 

Volt Amps  VA A, C 

Fan speed rpm A, B, C, E 

Power Factor % A, C, E 

Total Harmonic Distortion  % A 

 

 

Labeling Convention 

 

Fan-coil unit labels were assigned according to the manufacturer, power, and 

motor type. All fan motors in the study were ECMs so the designation of each of the FCU 

fan motors started with “ECM.” The power of the motor, in horsepower was converted to 

its decimal equivalent and multiplied by 1000.  Six manufacturers’ designations (A-F) 

were used to identify each manufacturer. Some manufacturers provided data on more 

than one unit of the same motor size. There were also units with two motors in the FCU, 

which was indicated in their naming designation with a “2x”.  Using this designation, a 

1/4 (186 W) horsepower motor would be (0.25 x 1000) = 250. Adding in the manufacture 

label, the first fan-coil unit with a 1/4 hp (186 W) motor from Manufacturer D would be 

labeled as ECM–250D1. If there was a second 1/4 hp (186 W) from the same 

manufacturer, it would have the designation ECM-250D2. The title “Manufacturer F” 

referred to the diverse set of units tested at University of Louisiana at Lafayette. FCUs 

from five different manufacturers were represented under the title “Manufacturer F.” 

These manufacturers were designated with letters V, W, X, Y, and Z. For example, an 

FCU from the first manufacturer tested at ULL would have the letter designation “FV.” If 
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this same unit had a 0.25 hp (186 W) motor and was the second unit of this motor size, its 

label would be ECM-250FV2. 

  

ECM-250D1 

 
 

Figure 3.1 - Labeling convention for analyzed units 
 

 

Airflow Performance 
 

Most of the FCUs had three distinct airflow settings: high, medium, and low. In 

their engineering catalogs, FCU manufacturers traditionally displayed the performance of 

units using three settings. Some manufacturers provided data for more than three settings 

(See Figure 3.2). For this unit, data were provided at five airflow settings. Manufacturers 

who provided data with more than three settings also told us which settings corresponded 

to the high, medium, and low airflows with their units.  
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Figure 3.2 - An ECM FCU with more than three settings 

 

 To illustrate some general trends in the FCU data from the manufacturers, the 

airflow and power as a function of external static pressure (ESP) were first plotted. To 

provide a range of FCU units, two of the larger units (ECM-500A1 and ECM-1000A2) 

and two of the smaller units (ECM-2x250D2 and ECM-125D3) were chosen for these 

plots. This provided a range from 1/8 to 1 hp (93 to 746 W) in motor size.  

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the plots of airflow versus ESP for the two larger units 

(ECM-500A1 and 1000-A2) which had 0.5 and 1 hp (373 to 746 W) fan motor 

respectively.  Both units showed similar trends with the airflow decreasing at a given 

airflow setting as the ESP increased.  The airflow curves tended to be nearly parallel and 

almost linear for the different airflow settings.  The larger units often operated at higher 

ESPs compared to the smaller units.  While the data were only plotted to a maximum of 

0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa) for the larger units, some of the manufacturers provided data at 

higher ESPs.  However, some of the field data analyzed in this study showed that over 
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96% of the units in the field operated at ESPs less than 0.4 in w.g. (100 Pa), so data were 

only plotted out to 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa).   

 

 
Figure 3.3 - ECM-500A1 fan airflow versus ESP 

 

 

 
Figure 3.4 - ECM-1000A2 fan airflow versus ESP 
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Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the airflow plots for two smaller units (ECM-2x250D2 

and ECM-125D3).  ECM-2x250D2 had two 1/4 hp (186 W) motors in it and ECM had a 

1/8 hp (93 W) motor.  Many of the smaller units could only operate out to a maximum 

ESP of about 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa). Some of the smaller units did not operate at that high of 

an ESP, particularly at the lowest airflow setting.  Overall, the plots of airflow versus 

ESP looked similar to the plots for PSC FCUs with the airflow decreasing with increasing 

ESP.  For smaller units, decreasing the setting from high to medium, and from medium to 

low showed a much larger decrease in airflow relative to the maximum airflow setting. 

As shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, the drop of the airflow at the low airflow setting 

approached zero for the smaller units at high ESPs. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 - Small Unit Example 1: ECM-2x250D2 airflow versus ESP 
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Figure 3.6 - Small Unit Example 2: ECM-125D3 airflow versus ESP 

 

 

Comparison to PSC Motor Airflow Performance 
 

The PSC FCUs were labeled using the same process as for ECM units. For 

example, in Figure 3.7, the label “PSC-750A2” indicates that the fan-coil unit had a 3/4 

hp (559 W) PSC motor from Manufacturer A. The “2” indicates that it was the second of 

this size of motor for Manufacturer A.    

Figure 3.7 shows a typical airflow versus ESP plot for a large PSC unit.  Both 

PSC and ECM units showed nearly parallel drops in airflow as a function of increasing 

ESP. It should be noted that some FCU manufacturers provided data on the unit where 

the ECM was programed so the unit would run at airflows that were nearly independent 

of ESP.  Most were programmed to mimic the airflow behavior of PSC FCUs. This 

allowed the manufacturers to ship the same FCU with either an ECM or PSC motor and 

provided comparable airflow.  
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Figure 3.7 – Airflow versus ESP for a fan-coil unit with a large PSC motor 

 

The smaller PSC units (Figure 3.8) also had the largest drop in airflow from the 

high to the medium airflow setting which also occurred for the smaller ECU FCUs (See 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4). 
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Figure 3.8 – Airflow versus ESP for a fan-coil unit with a small PSC motor 

 

 

Power Performance 
 

Figure 3.9 through 3.10, and 3.11 through 3.12 show plots of the fan motor power 

versus ESP for the same two larger (ECM-500A1 and ECM-1000A2) and two smaller 

(ECM-2x250D2 and ECM-125D3) units.  All fan motor powers displayed a positive 

slope with respect to ESP. While the larger units appeared to have similar differences 

between the high-to-medium and medium-to-low powers, the smaller units showed a 

large drop from the high-to-medium power.  For example, at 0.0 in w.g., the larger FCU, 

ECM-500A1, decreased 20% from 263 W at high setting to 210 W at medium setting.  At 

0.0 in w.g. (0 Pa), the smaller FCU, ECM-2x250D2, decreased 55% from 197 W at high 

setting to 88 W at the medium setting. For both motor sizes, the increase in power with 

external static pressure appeared to be nearly linear and the slopes of the power versus 
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ESP curves at the different airflow settings (high, medium, and low) appeared to be 

nearly parallel.    

 

 
Figure 3.9 - Large Unit Example 1: ECM-500A1 power versus ESP 

 

 

  
Figure 3.10 - Large Unit Example 2: ECM-1000A2 power versus ESP 
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Figure 3.11 - Small Unit Example 1: ECM-2x250D2 power versus ESP 

 

 

 
Figure 3.12 - Small Unit Example 2: ECM-125D3 power versus ESP 

 

 

Comparison to PSC Motor Power Performance 

 

The power versus ESP performance for ECM FCUs was opposite of the 

performance of the FCUs with PSC motors (See Figures 3.13 and 3.14). While ECMs 
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showed an increase in power with increased pressure, PSCs decreased in power usage 

with increased pressure.  

 

 
Figure 3.13 – Power versus ESP for a fan-coil unit with a large PSC motor 

 

 

 
Figure 3.14 – Airflow versus ESP for a fan-coil unit with a small PSC motor 
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Pressure Independent ECM Units 

 

Some units provided from Manufacturer F displayed pressure independent airflow 

performance (See Figure 3.15). Pressure independence is defined here as a minimal 

change in airflow with respect to changes in ESP.  This behavior differed from the 

decreasing airflow with increasing ESP shown in most of the FCUs.  For example, at the 

high setting for 333FX1, airflow varied from 866 ft3/min (0.41 m3/s) at 0.0 in w.g. (0 Pa) 

to 840 ft3/min (0.40 m3/s) at 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa).  Pressure independent units commonly 

experienced a greater increase in power as the ESP increased (see Figure 3.16).  

Compared to the other units, the fan motor had to produce more power to maintain 

airflow at higher pressures. These units appeared to have higher slopes of power versus 

ESP.  For example, ECM-333FX1 increased from 238 W at 0 in w.g. (0 Pa) to 348 W at 

0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa) which represented at 46% increase in power. In contrast, ECM-

500A1 only increased 11% from 263 W to 293 W for the same change in ESP.  
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Figure 3.15 – Fan airflow versus ESP for a pressure independent unit from Manufacturer 

FX 

 

 
Figure 3.16 – Fan power versus ESP for a pressure independent unit from Manufacturer 

FX 
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Horizontal versus Vertical Fan-Coil Units 

 

Table 3.4 shows that some manufacturers provided data on both horizontal and 

vertical units while others only provided data on either all horizontal units or all vertical 

units (See Table 3.4).  Data from Manufacturer D was chosen to compare sample airflow 

and power curves from horizontal and vertical units.  Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the 

airflow versus ESP curves for a vertical unit (ECM-125D3) and a horizontal unit (ECM-

250D4).  The two airflow plots showed similar trends.  In both cases the airflow 

approached zero as the ESP was increased at the low airflow setting.  The horizontal unit 

had a 0.25 hp (249 W) fan motor compared to the vertical unit which only had a 0.125 hp 

(93W) fan motor.  The horizontal unit operated out to an ESP of 0.4 in w.g. (100 Pa) 

compared to the vertical unit only going to 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa).  The plots of power in 

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 also looked similar to each other except for the lower power curve 

for ECM-250D4 which went to 0.4 in w.g. (100 Pa). 

 

Table 3.4 – Distribution of horizontal and vertical unit data between manufacturers 

 

Manufacturer Horizontal Vertical 

A 4 9 

B 5 3 

C - 2 

D 7 7 

E 8 - 

F 28 12 
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Figure 3.17 – Example of a vertical fan-coil unit for airflow versus ESP 

 

 

 
Figure 3.18 - Example of a horizontal fan-coil unit for airflow versus ESP 
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Figure 3.19 - Example of a vertical fan-coil unit for power versus ESP 

 

 

 
Figure 3.20 – Example of a horizontal fan-coil unit for power versus ESP 
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Fan Efficacy 

 

Fan efficacy is defined as the ratio of fan motor power divided by the fan airflow:  

 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑛 =
𝐹𝑎𝑛 𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡)

𝐹𝑎𝑛 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡)
       (3.1) 

 

The fan efficacy is a popular measure of the performance of air handling 

equipment.  It can be viewed as an inverse measure of efficiency.  Larger values of fan 

efficacy would indicate that it takes more power to move the same amount of airflow.  

Thus, it is desirable to have smaller values of fan efficacy.  

 Figures 3.21 and 3.22 showed the change of fan efficacy with ESP for ECM-

500A1 and ECM-1000A2.  These two ECM FCUs had larger fan motors.  ECM-500A1 

had a 0.5 hp (373 W) while ECM-1000A2 had a 1 hp (746 W) fan motor.  These units 

showed consistent trends with the fan efficacy increasing with ESP for each of the 

airflow settings (high, medium, and low).   Thus, the fans in these two FCUs had to work 

harder as the ESP increased. Other FCUs with larger motors displayed similar trends in 

fan efficacy as a function of ESP.   
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Figure 3.21 – Fan efficacy versus ESP for ECM-500A1 

 

 

 

Figure 3.22 – Fan efficacy versus ESP for ECM-1000A2 
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Figures 3.23 and 3.24 showed the change in fan efficacy with ESP for two smaller 

FCUs: ECM-125D3 and ECM-250D4.  These plots looked very different from the two 

larger FCUs in Figures 3.21 and 3.22.  At the high and medium airflow settings, the fan 

efficacies followed similar trends to what the larger units did.  However, at the low 

setting, the fan efficacy increased rapidly with increasing ESP and crossed the fan 

efficacies of the medium and high airflow settings.  The reason for the rapid increase in 

fan efficacy can be seen by examining the airflow versus ESP plots for these two units in 

Figures 3.17 and 3.18.  In both cases, the airflow approaches zero with increasing ESP.  

Because the airflow was in the denominator of fan efficacy, this implied that the 

denominator was decreasing faster than the numerator.  Thus, the fan efficacy increased 

rapidly as the ESP increased.   

 

 
Figure 3.23 – Fan efficacy versus ESP for ECM-125D3 
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Figure 3.24 – Fan efficacy versus ESP for ECM-2x250D2 

 

Power Factor  

 

Power factor is something of interest because of its potential impact on utility 

bills in a building.  A power factor of one would be ideal.  Figure 3.25 shows the power 

factor as a function of percent torque for the units from Manufacturer A.  The power 

factor generally increased with increasing torque for all the units.  In general, the larger 

the motor, the better the power factor, particularly at percent torque settings of about 

50%. 
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Figure 3.25 – Change of power factor with torque for Manufacturer A 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Fan Efficacy Method 
 

The first step in the analysis of the airflow and power performance of ECM FCU 

fans was to evaluate the appropriateness of a simple fan motor power versus fan airflow 

model.  This type of model had been used previously in the analysis of FPTUs with PSC 

motors (O’Neal et al. 2015b) and PSC FCUs (O’Neal and Yin 2020).  The result of the 

PSC FPTU model was a simple straight line whose slope provided single value of the fan 

efficacy (fan motor power divided by fan airflow).  A slightly different version was used 

on FPTUs with ECMs where the analysis focused on only highs-speed operation of the 

ECM in the FPTUs (O’Neal et al. 2015a). 

 

PSC Units 

 

For FPTUs with PSC motors, most of the fan motor power versus fan airflow data 

fell near a straight line (See Figure 4.1).  The slope of this line is fan motor power (W) 

divided by fan airflow (ft3/min or m3/s) which is defined as the fan efficacy.  The fan 

efficacy value could provide a reasonable way of estimating fan motor power in a PSC 

FPTU once the fan airflow was known.  
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Figure 4.1 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow PSC FPTUs (Source: O’Neal et al. 

2015a).  

 

Equation 4.1 is a traditional definition of fan efficacy and provides a easy-to-use 

measure of the performance for fans.   

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑛 =
𝐹𝑎𝑛 𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡)

𝐹𝑎𝑛 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡)
    (4.1) 

 

The fan efficacy could be expected to vary from unit to unit as well as be a 

function of variables such as external static pressure or speed of the fan. However, as 

noted above for the PSC FPTUs, the fan efficacy, represented by the slope of the fan 

motor power versus fan airflow curve, was constant.   

The performance of individual PSC FCUs showed some similarities to the 

power/airflow performance of PSC FPTUs.  Figure 4.2 shows the power of fan motor 

power versus airflow for FCU PSC-500A2 at three airflow settings (high, medium, and 

low) and a best fit line. As you move to the left for an individual airflow setting, the ESP 
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increases from 0.0 in w.g. (0 Pa) up to 0.5 in w.g. (124 Pa).  Notice that for every airflow 

setting for this PSC unit, increasing the ESP decreased both the airflow and power. The 

dotted line in the plot represents a best fit line for all of the data. Most of the data grouped 

slightly above or slightly below the best fit line. Thus, if this PSC were represented by 

constant fan efficacy, the data for high speed operation would have a slightly higher fan 

efficacy than the average and the data for medium and low speed operations would fall 

slightly below the average value.  

Figure 4.3 shows data for another PSC FCU (PSC-333C1). It had a 1/3 hp (249 

W) fan motor and was from manufacturer C. Unlike PSC-500A2, which showed some 

variation above and below the best fit line, nearly all the data for fan motor power versus 

fan airflow fell along the best fit line.  Thus, it didn’t matter what the airflow setting was 

or the external static pressure on the unit, the fan efficacy was relatively constant for this 

PSC FCU.  The two PSC units shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 showed similar 

characteristics to their PSC FPTU counterparts. Given the performance of PSC FCUs, we 

wanted to see if ECM FCUs could also be modeled similarly.  
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Figure 4.2 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for FCU PSC-500A2 

 

 

 
Figure 4.3 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for FCU PSC-333C1 
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ECM Data from Individual Manufacturers 

 

As with the PSC FCUs, fan motor power for ECM FCUs were plotted as a 

function of fan airflow for each FCU. The data for each manufacturer is discussed first, 

then the combination of all manufacturers.   

Figure 4.4 shows the fan motor power versus fan airflow for the ECM FCUs from 

Manufacturer A.  In general, the fan motor power increased with increasing airflow.  Fan 

motor power for the ECM FCUs also increased with an increase in ESP. This behavior 

was unlike the PSC FCUs, where an increase in ESP produced a decrease in fan motor 

power.  As shown in Figure 4.4, ECM-333A2 (inverted triangle symbol) and ECM-

750A1 (plus symbol) were good examples of the trend in Figure 4.4.  Both units had high 

airflow setting data that ranged from about 1100 to 1300 ft3/min (0.52 to 0.61 m3/s).  In 

both cases, as the fan airflow decreased, the fan motor power increased.  Thus, the fan 

efficacy (fan motor power/fan airflow) would increase with increasing ESP (and lower 

airflow) for these units.  The resulting slope in fan motor power versus fan airflow was 

negative for these two units at the higher airflow setting.  At the low airflows, the data 

tended to show a more constant fan motor power as the fan airflow decreased with 

increasing ESP.  The low airflow data for ECM-333A1 (represented by circles) and 

ECM-333A2 (represented by triangles) showed this trend in the lower left-hand portion 

of the plot.   

The general trend in Figure 4.4 for all units was that the fan motor power 

increased with fan airflow.  However, even though a single line could be fit through the 

data in Figure 4.4, the data would have significantly more variation around the best-fit 

line than the PSC units.  An average fan efficacy could be calculated from a best fit line, 
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but it would not be as good a fit because of the scatter in the data.  This scatter was the 

result of the different behavior of the fan power of the ECM FCUs compared to their PSC 

counterparts. This made characterizing ECM FCUs with a constant fan efficacy (straight 

trendline) less desirable because there was more variability in the power and airflow data. 

   

 
Figure 4.4 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for ECM FCUs from Manufacturer A  

 

Figure 4.5 shows the data from Manufacturer B’s ECM FCUs. All of these had 

1/3 hp (249 W) motors.   Despite the consistency in motor size from Manufacturer B, the 

fan motor power versus fan airflow data showed significantly more variation than the 

data from Manufacturer A.  Some units had similar behavior to those from Manufacturer 

A in that they showed trends of increasing power with decreasing airflow as the ESP 

increased.   ECM-333B6 had this trend at its high setting shown in the top of the plot.  

However, three units (ECM-333B1, ECM-333B2, and ECM-333B6) displayed a nearly 
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vertical fan motor power versus fan airflow trend at some of their airflow settings.  None 

of Manufacturer A’s units showed this trend.  Other units (ECM-333B2, ECM-333B3, 

and ECM-333B4) showed nearly horizontal fan motor power versus fan airflow trends at 

some of their airflow settings.  These units would act as nearly ESP units.  In contrast, the 

horizontal trends were only evident at the low settings for Manufacturer A’s units.  It was 

not clear why there was such a wide variation between the different units from 

Manufacturer B.  Neither was it clear why there were differences in the trends between 

Manufacturer A and B.  Not enough was provided on the physical details of the units to 

determine what may have impacted their airflow and power performance.  As with 

Manufacturer A, the data in Figure 4.5 could be fit with a line through the origin that 

would provide a best fit to the data.  However, the variation around the mean of the fit 

would be large compared to PSC FCUs.   

 

  
Figure 4.5 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for ECM FCUs from Manufacturer B  
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 Plots of fan power versus fan airflow for the ECM FCUs from Manufacturer C 

(see Figure 4.6) were nearly vertical with increasing ESP.  These trends represent a 

nearly pressure independent airflow in the units.  In these units, the motor controller was 

set to maintain a constant airflow.  There was a slight slope away from vertical at the 

lower airflow settings for the two units.  Both of the units from Manufacturer B had 1/3 

hp (249 W) fan motors. 

 When Manufacturer C provided data on two units, the data for one of the units 

was unusable.  As a consequence, no plots were made for the one unit for this 

manufacturer. 

  
Figure 4.6 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for ECM FCUs from Manufacturer C  

 

 

Manufacturers D & E (See Figure 4.7 and 4.8, respectively) showed power versus 

airflow curves similar to those of Manufacturer A in that as the ESP increased at a given 

airflow setting, the power increased with decreasing airflow.  Some of the low airflow 
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data from Manufacturer D also showed a nearly horizontal plot of fan motor power with 

fan airflow similar to the data from Manufacturer A.   Manufacturer D had fan motors 

sizes ranging from 1/8 hp (93 W) motors to units with two 1/4 hp (373 W) motors.   The 

plot for Manufacturer D in Figure 4.6 included both horizontal and vertical units.  There 

did not appear to be any significant differences between the two in the plot.  

Manufacturer E’s units in Figure 4.8 all had 1/3 hp (249 W) fan motors.  All the data 

showed the general trend of increasing power with increasing airflow as the ESP was 

increased.   

 

  
Figure 4.7 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for ECM FCUs from Manufacturer D 
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Figure 4.8 – Fan motor power versus fan airflow for ECM FCUs from Manufacturer E 

 

 

The units from ULL were represented with the designations Manufacturer FV, 

FX, FY, and FZ. As shown in Figure 4.8, these units showed a wide spread in values as 

well as a wide range in trends of the data with increasing ESP.  For example, some of the 

units from Manufacturer FV showed similar trends of fan motor power versus fan airflow 

as the data from Manufacturer A.  Some of the fan motor power versus fan airflow data 

from Manufacturer FY were horizontal like that of Manufacturer C.  Some of the data 

from Manufacturer FX showed trends similar to PSC FCUs in that the power decreased 

with decreasing airflow.  As with the other manufacturers’ data, the overall general trend 

was increasing fan motor power with increasing airflow, but with a large amount of 

variation.  A straight line could have been fit to the data to get an average fan efficacy, 

but as with the data from the other manufacturers, there would be large variation around 

the average.   
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Figure 4.9 – ULL (Manufacturer F) distinguished into its separate manufacturer sources 

 

 

Each of the manufacturer’s data were fit with a simple line through the origin to 

determine the average fan efficacy from each manufacturer.  The results are shown in 

Table 4.1.  Overall, Manufacturer’s D and E showed the smallest fan efficacies while 

Manufacturer B had the highest.  As noted in the discussions above and shown in each of 

the plots, there was considerable scatter in the data from all of the Manufacturers.  While 

Table 4.1 provided average values of fan efficacy, there were units in each 

Manufacturer’s data that performed significantly higher or lower than the averages.   

 

Table 4.1 – Average fan efficacy for each FCU ECM manufacturer 

 

Manufacturer 

Average Fan 

Efficacy 

W/ft3/min (W/m3/s) 

Standard 

Deviation 

A 0.23 (487) .070 (149) 

B 0.28 (593) .108 (229) 

C 0.20 (424) .075 (158) 

D 0.19 (403) .133 (282) 

E 0.19 (403) .037 (81) 

F 0.25 (530) .080 (170) 
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Comparing All Units 

 

Most of the units provided by the manufacturers had maximum airflows that were 

less than 1500 ft3/min (0.71 m3/s).  Several manufacturers (A, B, E, and F) provided units 

with airflows above 1500 ft3/min (0.71 m3/s).  AHRI/ANSI Standard 440 (ANSI/AHRI 

2008) defines a FCU as providing no more than 1500 ft3/min (0.71 m3/s).  Units larger 

than this airflow are often designed to supply conditioned air for more than one room, 

have larger fans and motors, and may be equipped to handle ductwork.  These design 

differences may cause these units to have power and airflow characteristics that would be 

different from the smaller FCUs. As a consequence, the units with airflows above 1500 

ft3/min (0.71 m3/s) were removed from the data analysis. The units removed are listed in 

Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2 – Fan-Coil Units Removed using FCU Maximum Airflow Definition 

 

Manufacturer Units Removed 

A 

ECM-750A2 

ECM-1000A1 

ECM-1000A2 

ECM-750A3 

ECM-2x500A2 

B 
ECM-2x333B1 

ECM-333B7 

C none 

D none 

E 

ECM-333E2 

ECM-333E8 

ECM-333E9 

ECM-333E10 

F 

ECM-750FV1 

ECM-750FV2 

ECM-500FV3 

ECM-500FV4 

ECM-500FW1 

ECM-333FX3 

ECM-333FX4 
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Once these units were removed from the data set, the fan motor power and fan 

airflow data were plotted for all the remaining units (See Figure 4.10).  A line was then 

fit to the data to determine an average fan efficacy for all the ECM FCUs. The slope of 

this line or fan efficacy was 0.241 W/ft3/min (510 W/m3/s).  This included data from all 

speeds and ranges of ESPs as high as 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa).  O’Neal et al. (2015b) 

estimated fan efficacy for PSC FPTUs of 0.372 W/ft3/min (788 W/m3/s) which included 

all airflow settings of the controllers.  O’Neal et al. (2015a) also estimated an average fan 

efficacy of 0.38 W/ft3/min (805 W/m3/s) for ECM FPTUs, but these were for only at the 

high speed setting of the ECM. Had lower airflow data been included, the average fan 

efficacy of the ECM FPTUs would have been lower.     

 

  
Figure 4.10 – Fan motor power as a function of fan airflow for FCUs under 1500 ft3/min 

(0.71 m3/s) 
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The average fan efficacy estimated from the data in Figure 4.10 can be used to 

compare with the average fan efficacies estimated with the PSC FCUs.  O’Neal and Yin 

(2020) used a simple quadratic fit to PSC FCU data:  

  

In IP Units: 

 

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛 = 0.263 ∗ 𝑄 + 1.12 𝑥 10−4 ∗ 𝑄2      (4.2) 

 

Where Powfan was in Watts and Q was in ft3/min.  In SI units, the relationship was: 

 
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑛 = 557 ∗ 𝑄 + 502 ∗ 𝑄2       (4.3) 

 

Where Powfan was in Watts and Q was in m3/s. 

 

A comparison of the PSC fan efficacy from Equations 4.2 and 4.3 and the ECM 

fan efficacy represented by the best fit line of the data in Figure 4.10 is shown in Figure 

4.11. The average ECM FCUs performed better than the average PSC FCUs at a given 

airflow.  The power savings for ECMs increased with increased airflow.  Table 4.3 shows 

the differences in estimated power between the ECM and PSC units at airflows ranging 

from 250 ft3/min (0.12 m3/s) to 1500 ft3/min (0.71 m3/s).  At all airflows, the ECMs 

showed a savings in power over the PSCs increasing from 17.2% at 250 ft3/min (0.12 

m3/s) to 44.0% at 1500 ft3/min (0.71 m3/s).  
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Figure 4.11 – Fan motor power versus airflow for ECM units compared to PSC units. 

 

 

Table 4.3 – Comparison of power usage versus airflow for ECM and PSC units 

 

Fan Airflow 

ft3/min 

 (m3/s) 

PSC Fan  

Motor Power 

W 

Tapped ECM Fan  

Motor Power 

W 

Savings with ECMs 

% 

250 (0.12) 72.8 60.3 17.2 

500 (0.24) 159.5 120.5 24.5 

750 (0.35) 260.3 180.8 32.4 

1000 (0.47) 375.0 241.3 35.7 

1500 (0.71) 646.0 361.5 44.0 

 

 

While modeling FCUs using a fan efficacy approach offered the benefit of 

simplicity, such a method failed to capture performance changes due to ESP or fan 

airflow setting.  Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show fan efficacy plotted with ESPand FCU 

airflow setting for ECM-333B4 and ECM-333E9, respectively.  The fan efficacy was 

ECM Power = 0.241*Q IP units 

        = 510*Q SI units 

PSC Power = 0.263*Q + 1.12E-4*Q2 IP units 

       = 557*Q + 502*Q2 SI units 
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dependent on both ESP and fan airflow setting.  For example, at the low fan setting, the 

fan efficacy varied from 0.28 W/ft3/min (593 W/m3/s) at 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa) ESP down 

to 0.10 W/ft3/min (212 W/m3/s) at 0 in w.g. (0 Pa).  Fan airflow setting had a larger 

impact at 0.0 in w.g. (0 Pa) than at 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa) for both of these ECM units.  

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show fan efficacy plotted with ESP and fan airflow setting 

for PSC-500A2 and PSC-333C1.  While there was spread in the fan efficacy data for 

PSC-500A2, the data for PSC-333C1 showed little variation with ESP or fan airflow 

setting.  Thus, an average value of fan efficacy could easily be used in a building 

simulation program to estimate this FCU’s performance.  While PSC-500A2 showed 

more variation than PSC-333C1, it did not have nearly the variation that the two ECM 

units had.  The smaller variation in fan efficacy for the PSC FCUs allowed them to be 

modeled using a simpler model than with the ECM FCUs. 

 

  
Figure 4.12 – Fan efficacy as a function of external static pressure and fan airflow setting 

for ECM-333B4 
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Figure 4.13 – Fan efficacy as a function of external static pressure and fan airflow setting 

for ECM-333E9 

 

 

 
Figure 4.14 – Increase in fan efficacy with increasing airflow setting for PSC-500A2 
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Figure 4.15 –Relatively constant fan efficacy for PSC333C1  

 

 

Summary 

 

A constant fan efficacy model can provide a rough estimate for the performance 

of ECM FCUs.  Even this rough estimate using a linear fit through the fan motor power 

versus fan airflow data provided an estimate of fan motor power at a given airflow that 

was significantly lower than its PSC FCU counterparts.   

Because of the wide variation in power exhibited by the ECM FCUs, the 

simplicity of this model comes at the expense of a lack of precision in its estimate of 

power.  While a simple model can be used as a “rule-of-thumb”, a modeler using a 

building simulation program may want to have estimates of the power used by a specific 

unit at different airflow settings.  As shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, airflow setting and 

ESP have a large influence on the estimated power of an ECM FCU.  The simple fan 

efficacy model for ECM FCUs cannot provide a modeler with this power data as a 

function of either ESP or airflow settings.  Thus, a better model is needed to provide a 
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higher degree of accuracy in estimating fan motor power. Therefore, a different method 

must be considered.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Constant External Static Pressure Model 

With the limitations of the simplified fan efficacy model from the previous 

chapter, a more detailed method of estimating the airflow and power of FCUs was needed 

that would capture the part-load performance of FCU fans.  This chapter summarizes the 

use of a method that was previously used to characterize FCU fans with permanent split 

capacitor (PSC) motors (O’Neal et al. 2019) and ECM FPTUs (O’Neal et al. 2016).  This 

method is called the “Constant ESP Method” in this report. The method normalized the 

airflow and power data at a given setting and ESP to the airflow and power at the high 

airflow setting at the same ESP.   In the case of FCUs with PSC motors, the FCU usually 

had a high, medium, and low airflow setting.   For those FCUs, there were normalized 

(part-load) airflows and powers calculated at the medium and low airflow settings.  The 

results from this method provided a way to characterize the part-load performance of 

PSC units.  In this chapter, the methodology for the PSC FCUs is first reviewed, then the 

same methodology is applied to ECM FCUs. 

Methodology for PSC Units 

 To demonstrate how the normalization method was used on a PSC FCU, consider 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 which showed the airflow and power data for PSC-500A2 which had 

a 1/2 hp (373 W) fan motor and was from Manufacturer A.  The airflow curve for each 

FCU setting dropped with ESP and all the airflow curves were nearly parallel to each 
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other.  The power curves in Figure 5.2 also dropped with ESP in a similar way as the 

airflow curves in Figure 5.1 for each airflow setting.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 – Fan airflow versus ESP for FCU PSC-500A2 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 – Fan motor power versus ESP for FCU PSC-500A2 
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Given the consistent pattern of reduction in airflow and power with respect to 

ESP, a procedure was developed that normalized the airflow and power at a specific ESP 

to the airflow and power at the high airflow setting and same ESP.  The normalized 

airflows and powers at the medium and low airflow settings were defined as: 

𝑁𝑄_𝑚𝑒𝑑 =  
𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃

𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃
  (5.1) 

𝑁𝑄_𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  
𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃

 𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃
(5.2) 

𝑁𝑃𝑜𝑤_𝑚𝑒𝑑 =  
𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃

𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃
  (5.3) 

𝑁𝑃𝑜𝑤_𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  
𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃

𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 @𝐸𝑆𝑃
(5.4) 

The normalization was done for each data point at each of their respective ESPs 

and airflow settings. For example, the value of the medium airflow at 0.1 in w.g. (25 Pa) 

would be divided by the value of the high airflow at 0.1 in w.g. (25 Pa) to obtain the 

normalized airflow at the medium setting in accordance with Equation 5.1.  This process 

could then be repeated for each data point in the airflow and power plots to provide a set 

of normalized airflows and powers at the medium and low airflow settings.   

The result of the normalization for this PSC FCU is shown in Figure 5.3.  The 

normalized data at both the medium and high airflow settings nearly fell on top of each 

other.  Most of the PSC FCUs showed similar plots of normalized power and airflow.  

The dotted line in Figure 5.3 was called the “neutral line”.  If the data fell along the 

neutral line, then the fan efficacy (fan motor power/fan airflow) would remain constant as 

the airflow setting was adjusted to the medium or low settings.  For this FCU, the 
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normalized data fell below the neutral line, which implied at the medium and low airflow 

settings, the fan efficacy would decrease.  The lower solid line in this plot was the fan 

law (or affinity) curve.  Fan power was expected to be related to the cube of the airflow 

in an ideal fan.  As shown below, the normalized values for this PSC were well above the 

fan law curve. 

 

 
Figure 5.3 – Normalized power versus airflow for FCU PSC-500A2 

 

 

Application of Normalized Procedure to ECM FCUs 

 

To illustrate this process with an ECM FCU, plots of airflow and power as a 

function of ESP were shown for FCU ECM-1000A2 in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.  

ECM-1000A2 used a 1 hp (746 W) motor, which was the largest ECM motor in the data 

received from manufacturers.  As with the PSC units, the fan airflow dropped with 

increasing ESP and the airflow for the three fan settings appeared nearly parallel.  In 

Figure 5.4, as the unit switched from high to the medium and low settings, the drops in 

airflow were modest.   For example, at the high setting and 0 in w.g. (0 Pa), the 
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maximum airflow was 2188 ft3/min (1.03 m3/s). At the medium setting and 0 in w.g. (0 

Pa), the airflow dropped to 2059 ft3/min (0.97) m3/s. This drop from the high to medium 

setting resulted in only a 6% drop in airflow.  Changing from the high to the low setting 

resulted in only a 13% drop in airflow.  

 

 
Figure 5.4 - ECM-1000A2 fan airflow versus ESP 

 

 

In contrast to the PSC FCU in Figure 5.2 where the power decreased with 

increasing ESP, the ECM FCU in Figure 5.5 showed an increase in power with increasing 

ESP.  As before, the power versus ESP lines for the different airflow settings were nearly 

parallel.  The trend of increasing power versus ESP was typical of the ECM FCU data in 

this study.   

The percentage drops in power between airflow settings were larger than the 

percentage drop in airflow.  For example, at 0 in w.g. (0 Pa), fan power for ECM-1000A2 

dropped by 16.7% from 842 W to 701 W from the high to the medium airflow setting.  
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The airflow only dropped 6% going from the high to the medium airflow setting at 0 in 

w.g. (0 Pa).  Thus, this ECM FCU had a decrease in the fan efficacy from 0.385 to 0.340 

W/ft3/min (816 to 720 W/m3/s) from the high to the medium setting.  At the low setting, 

the fan efficacy dropped to 0.293 W/ft3/min (621 W/m3/s) at 0 in w.g. (0 Pa).  This large 

drop in fan efficacy was one of the performance advantages that ECM FCUs had over the 

PSC FCUs which showed smaller improvements in fan efficacy at the lower airflow 

settings.  

 
Figure 5.5 - ECM-1000A2 fan power versus ESP 

 

 

Another way to represent the data was to plot fan power versus fan airflow.  

Figure 5.6 showed the fan power versus fan airflow plot for different ESPs for ECM-

1000A2.  For this unit at each airflow setting (high, medium, and low), as the ESP 

increased, the fan power increased while the fan airflow decreased.  Thus, the data in the 

plots tended to move up and to the left in the plot as shown by the arrow. 
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Figure 5.6 – As ESP increases, the fan power versus airflow curve travels up and to the 

left 

 

Another way of looking at the data in Figure 5.6 would be to draw lines of 

constant ESP through the data.  Figure 5.7 shows an enlarged view of the data that were 

in Figure 5.6 except with lines drawn through constant ESP values.  In Figure 5.7, the 

lines of constant ESP were nearly parallel, but offset slightly as the airflow setting (low, 

medium, and high) was increased at each ESP.  It was this behavior with ECM FPTUs 

(O’Neal et al. 2015a) that was identified and used to apply the normalization procedure 

discussed in the previous section for PSC FCUs.   The desired result would be that if the 

value of airflow and power at the low setting and 0.1 in w.g. (25 Pa) were normalized to 

the airflow and power, respectively, at the high setting and the same ESP of 0.1 in w.g. 

(25 Pa), this normalized value shouldn’t be too different than the normalized values of 

the airflows and powers, respectively, at any of the other ESPs.  The application of this 

Constant ESP Method to the ECM data is discussed in the next section.    
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Figure 5.7 – Each setting (high, medium, low) is affected similarly by changes in airflow 

 

 

Normalization Process 

 

The airflow and power versus ESP data for ECM-1000A2 were applied to the 

normalized definitions in Equations 5.1 through 5.4 to developed normalized airflows 

and powers at each airflow setting.  As with the PSC units discussed earlier, the 

normalized airflows and powers were defined at each airflow setting by dividing airflow 

and power values by the airflow and power values at the high setting and the same ESPs.  

Consider a calculation of the normalized airflows for ECM-1000A2, at an ESP of 0.3 in 

w.g. (75 Pa) as shown in Figure 5.8.  The high setting airflow was 2042 ft3/min (0.96 

m3/s).  The airflow at the medium airflow setting and 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa) was 1933 

ft3/min (0.91 m3/s). The low setting airflow at 0.3 in w.g (75 Pa) was 1785 ft3/min (0.84 

m3/s).  Dividing the medium and low airflow values by the high airflow value at 0.3 in 

w.g. (75 Pa) gave normalized airflows at the medium and low settings of 0.96 and 0.87, 

respectively, at an ESP of 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa).   The process used for the medium and low 
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airflows at an ESP of 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa) can be repeated for different ESPs.  Equations 

5.1 through 5.4 would be applied multiple times for each unit and each ESP.   

 

 
Figure 5.8 – The process of calculating normalized airflow values at a constant ESP 

 

 

The normalized power could then be plotted as a function of normalized airflow. 

This procedure placed the normalized high settings at point (1,1) in the plot.  The 

normalized power and airflows at the medium and low settings were between 0 and 1. 

Figure 5.9 shows the normalized power versus airflow for ECM-1000A2. The same 

neutral line and ideal fan law curve found in the PSC normalized plot in Figure 5.3 was 

also added to Figure 5.9. The farther that data points fell below the neutral line, the better 

the improvement in the fan efficacy for the FCU.  The fan law curve should provide a 
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lower bound on the expected normalized power for a given normalized airflow.   The 

power measured in the FCUs included the power of the fan, fan motor, and the fan motor 

controller.  As seen in Figure 5.9, the data for ECM-1000A2 were below the neutral line 

and tended to cluster together at a given airflow setting (medium and low) and were all 

near the fan law curve. There were small differences in the calculated normalized values 

at a given airflow setting.  The small movement of the normalized data to the up and left 

in the plot was a function of increased ESP.  Overall, the data tended to group together at 

each fan setting similar to the PSC FCUs.    

 

 
Figure 5.9 – Normalized power versus normalized airflow for FCU ECM-1000A2 FCU 

 

 

Figure 5.10 shows the normalized power and airflow plot for FCU ECM-500A1.  

This FCU had a 0.5 hp (373 W) fan motor and was considered another large FCU in the 

data set.  The normalized plot was similar to the plot for ECM-1000A2 in Figure 5.9.  
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The data at each fan airflow setting tended to cluster together and the data fell near the 

fan law curve.  There was more scatter in the normalized data for this FCU, but the data 

clustered together enough that an averaged normalized power and airflow could be used 

for a given fan setting.  As with ECM-1000A2, the movement (or scatter) in the 

normalized data up and to the left on the plots was a function of the change in ESP.  The 

normalized values at an ESP of 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa) tended to have higher normalized 

powers and lower normalized airflows than normalized values at an ESP of 0.1 in w.g. 

(125 Pa).  The similarity in the normalized plots for these two units provided a hopeful 

indication that perhaps the same normalization procedure used for PSC FCUs could be 

applied to all the ECM FCUs.   The normalized data for all the 1/2 to 1 hp (373 to 746 W) 

units looked similar to the data in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.   

 

 
Figure 5.10 – Normalized power versus normalized airflow for ECM-500A1 FCU 
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When the data were plotted for ECM FCUs with fan motors smaller than or equal 

to 1/3 hp (249 W), the normalized plots looked significantly different than with the larger 

units.  Figures 5.11 showed a sample plot for ECM-333E7 which was the 7th unit in the 

data set from Manufacturer E with a 1/3 hp (249 W) fan motor.  This FCU had four 

settings: high, medium, low, and extra low (xlow in the plot).  At the medium setting, the 

normalized data setting spread out along the fan law curve.  At the low setting, the 

normalized airflow plotted nearly vertical and increasingly moved away from the fan law 

curve as ESP increased.  At the extra low (xlow) setting, the normalized airflow data 

plotted nearly horizontal and moved to the left in the figure as the ESP increased.  Thus, 

the normalized data did not cluster together at each airflow setting like the larger units 

did, and the trends (or slopes) also varied by setting. These data showed a large 

dependency on ESP that was not as evident in the larger units.  If the data for all the 

airflow settings had spread out along the fan law curve, then it would have been possible 

to fit a polynomial curve through the data.  However, with the trends in the data varying 

by airflow setting, it would be difficult to have much confidence that a curve fit would be 

meaningful at the lower airflow settings.  
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Figure 5.11 – Normalized power versus airflow for ECM-333E7 

 

  

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 showed the normalized plots for two more of the smaller 

FCUs: ECM-125D3 and ECM-2x250D2.  For both units, the normalized data at the low 

ESPs was near the fan law curve, then drifted up and/or to the left with increasing ESP.  

As with ECM-333E7, there was no clustering of the data, so a single normalized power 

and airflow could not be used at each of the airflow settings.  The drifting of the 

normalized data up and to the left occurred with the smaller units because at the lower 

airflow setting, the airflow rapidly approaches zero. 

 Figure 5.12 illustrated how ECM FCUs with smaller motors experienced a 

significant decrease in normalized airflow with increasing ESP.  Such behavior can also 

be deduced by looking at the airflow versus ESP (see Figure 5.14) and power versus ESP 

(see Figure 5.15) plots for the same unit, ECM-125D3. From the high to the medium 

airflow setting at 0.0 in w.g. (0 Pa), ECM-125D3 airflow decreased by 29% from 505 
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ft3/min (0.24 m3/s) to 358 ft3/min (0.17 m3/s). This drop equated to a normalized medium 

airflow value of 0.71. The calculation for this example is shown below:  

𝑁𝑄_𝑚𝑒𝑑 =
358

𝑓𝑡3

𝑚𝑖𝑛

505
𝑓𝑡3

𝑚𝑖𝑛

= 0.71    (5.5) 

 

 

 
Figure 5.12 – Normalized power versus normalized airflow for ECM-125D3 
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Figure 5.13 - Normalized power versus normalized airflow for ECM-2x250D2 

 

 

 
Figure 5.14 - ECM-125D3 fan airflow versus ESP 
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Figure 5.15 - ECM-125D3 fan power versus ESP 

 

 

The normalized low airflow value at 0 in w.g. (0 Pa) can be found using the same 

procedure.  At 0 in w.g. (0 Pa), the low airflow was 230 ft3/min (0.11 m3/s) which 

produced a normalized airflow of 0.46. As the ESP increased from 0 in w.g. (0 Pa) to 

0.30 in w.g. (75 Pa), the normalized airflow at the low setting decreased from 0.46 to 

0.12.  In contrast, the normalized airflows at each airflow setting remained nearly 

constant with respect to changes in ESP for ECM-1000A2.  These large reductions in the 

normalized airflows for ECM-125D3 meant that the data would tend to drift to the left on 

a normalized plot for increasing values of ESP.  As was shown in Figure 5.12, the 

normalized airflow for ECM-125D3 decreased with increasing ESP. The decrease in 

normalized airflow for ECM-125D3 and other smaller ECM FCUs can be attributed to 

the manner in which low airflow values were more responsive to changes in ESP.  
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In comparison to the large changes in normalized airflow for unit ECM-125D3, 

the normalized power demonstrated smaller increases with increasing ESP.  At 0 in w.g. 

(0 Pa), the high setting power was 89 W, the medium setting power was 39 W and the 

low setting power was 15 W. Dividing medium and low powers by the high setting power 

resulted in normalized medium and low powers of 0.44 and 0.17, respectively.  At an 

ESP of 0.30 in w.g. (75 Pa), the normalized powers for the medium and low airflows 

were 0.49 and 0.25, respectively.  Thus, the movements to the left (normalized airflow) 

tended to be larger than the movement toward the top (normalized power) in the 

normalized plots for this FCU. 

 

Comparison of PSC and ECM Data 

 

While some ECM normalized plots mimicked the results with the PSC FCUs, 

virtually all the smaller ECMs plots looked more like those of ECM-2x250D2 and ECM-

125D3 in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. While the normalization procedure worked well on the 

PSC units, it could not be applied universally to the ECM FCUs because of the large 

scatter found in normalized plots of the smaller ECM units.  To help consider why the 

normalization procedure worked so well with the PSC units and not the smaller ECM 

units, consider Figures 5.16 and 5.17 which showed the fan motor power versus fan 

airflow for PSC-750A2 and ECM-1000A2 respectively.  Note the differences in the 

power with respect to ESP.  For the PSC units, all the power versus airflow data nearly 

line up with the power increasing with airflow setting and decreasing with increasing 

ESP.  It would be possible to put a line through nearly all the data for PSC-750A2 and 

have a constant slope (fan motor power/fan airflow) or fan efficacy.  This was done by 

O’Neal et al. (2015) for fan-powered terminal units with PSC motors.  The trends were 
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quite different for ECM-1000A2.  Even though this was a large ECM FCU, the power 

increased with ESP at a given fan airflow setting.  This resulted in the power versus 

airflow curves being roughly perpendicular to a plot of constant fan efficacy.  This 

behavior resulted in normalized plots of data that tended to move up and to the left.  That 

scatter was worse with the smaller units but was still evident on the larger units.     

 

  
 

Figure 5.16 - Some PSC units showed scatter with respect to changes in pressure 
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Figure 5.17 - Power versus airflow for ECM-125D3  

 

 

Summary 

 

Applying the Constant ESP Method to develop part-load (or normalized) data for 

the ECM units FCUs demonstrated that this method should not be used with ECM units.  

It worked well for ECM FCUs with electric motors larger than 1/2 hp (373 W) but 

produced unsatisfactory results for ECM FCUs with smaller motors.  With the larger 

units, the normalized plots of power and airflow resembled plots similar to those of PSC 

units.  However, with these smaller units, the plots showed considerable scatter which 

was explained primarily by the large drop in airflow with respect to ESP that occurred at 

the lower airflow settings.  Thus, a different way of developing a part-load relationship 

between power and airflow was needed.  This method is developed in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

System External Static Pressure Method 
 

 

Having evaluated both the Fan Efficacy and Constant ESP Models, it was 

necessary to develop a model that could better represent the part-load performance of the 

ECM FCUs in the data set.  A new method was developed that relied on the intersections 

of the air distribution system curve with the fan airflow curves of the FCUs. This method 

was called the “System ESP Method” because it relied on the expected static pressure 

performance of the air distribution system to determine part-load performance of the 

FCUs.    

The pressure losses in an air distribution system are related to the square of the 

velocity of the air in a system (McQuiston et al. 2005).  If the duct system has a fixed 

cross-sectional area and the temperature of the air remains constant as the airflow 

changes, then the pressure losses in the system can be directly related to the square of the 

volumetric airflow in the system.  The static pressure losses in the duct system should 

track the total pressure losses with a fixed cross-sectional area.  This relationship is often 

called the air distribution system curve (or “system curve”).   The system curve is a 

quadratic relationship between static pressure change and airflow that describes the 

expected static pressure at a point in the duct system as a function of the airflow inside 

the duct. This relationship can be written as: 

Δ𝑃 = 𝑓(𝑄2)      (6.1) 
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Where,  

Q =   volumetric airflow 

Δ𝑃 =   total pressure loss due to friction (total head loss) 

 

For FCUs, the static pressure difference is often expressed as just the external 

static pressure (ESP), which is the difference in static pressure between the outlet and the 

inlet to the FCU.  Equation 6.1 can be expressed in normalized terms by dividing the left 

side by the design external static pressure difference (ESPdes) and dividing the right side 

by the square of the design airflow (Qdes).  The resulting expression is shown in Equation 

6.2.  The quadratic nature of the system curve is illustrated in Figure 6.1 where the 

normalized airflow is plotted against the normalized static pressure.  The system curve 

can be scaled to the appropriate design airflow and ESP for a specific FCU.  The 

intersection of the air system curve and the manufacturer’s airflow versus ESP curves can 

then be used to estimate the expected operating points of the FCU at each airflow setting 

of the FCU. This process and its results are discussed below. 

𝑁𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 =
𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑄

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠
=  𝑓 (

𝑄

𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑠
)

2

    (6.2) 
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Figure 6.1 - System curve illustration in normalized terms  

 

 

The system curve in Figure 6.1 assumes that the ESP will be zero when the 

airflow is zero. This is a reasonable assumption as long as there is not a significant 

elevation change between the inlet and outlet in the duct system.  FCUs typically serve a 

small zone such as an office, hotel room, school room, etc. so there should be no 

elevation change between the inlet and outlet of the FCU. If there was, the system curve 

would still vary with Q2, but would be offset from the origin by an amount proportional 

to the pressure corresponding to the elevation change.   

FCUs are sized to meet the design airflow requirements in a zone or room in a 

building to meet the thermal requirements for that zone.  At the design airflow, Qdes, there 

would be an expected design ESP requirement of ESPdes.  With minimal or no elevation 

changes for the FCU or ductwork, the change in ESPQ at a given airflow rate Q is directly 

related to Q.  The design airflow and ESP can then serve as reference values.  Equation 
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6.3 shows how the quadratic relationship between ESP and airflow can be written in 

terms of their ratios to the design ESP (ESPdes) and design airflow (Qdes). 

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑄

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠
=  (

𝑄

𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑠
)

2

     (6.3) 

 

Where, 

Qdes = reference (or design) airflow 

ESPdes = external static pressure at the design airflow, Qdes 

ESPQ = external static pressure at airflow, Q 

 

Equation 6.3 now provides a means to express the airflow in the air distribution 

system as a function of ESP.  How the airside system interacts with the fan curves 

provided by the manufacturers served as the basis for estimating the part-load 

performance of the FCUs.  The model development included estimating the part-load 

airflow fraction and the part-load power fractions.  The part-load airflow fraction 

development was first discussed.  FCU-1000A2 was used as an example.  The process 

would proceed the same for the other FCUs. 

 

Part-Load Airflow Fraction 

 

Figure 6.2 shows the fan airflow for the three airflow settings (high, medium, and 

low) versus ESP for FCU ECM-1000A2. This ECM was one of the larger units in the 

dataset.   
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Figure 6.2 – Fan airflow versus ESP for ECM-1000A2 

 

The fan airflow versus ESP data were linearized at each airflow setting (Equation 6.4).  

 

𝑄𝑠
(𝐸𝑆𝑃) = 𝐴1𝑠 ∗ 𝐸𝑆𝑃 + 𝐴2𝑠        (6.4) 

 

Where A1s and A2s are the coefficients used to fit the airflow data at a given airflow 

setting, s. 

For each setting, the equation for airflow versus ESP was found using a simple 

end-point method where the data points at each end of the relevant ESP range were used 

to determine the constants for each line.  An analysis of the permanent split-capacitor 

motor FCUs on this project showed there was little difference between this end-point 

approach and a traditional regression approach (O’Neal et al. 2019).  Given the simplicity 

of the end-point approach, it was used.   

For ECM-1000A2, the ESP ranged from 0.0 in w.g. (0 Pa) to 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa).  

Figure 6.3 showed how the end-point linear fits compared to the original data for each 

airflow setting.  At the medium airflow setting, the equation was defined by connecting 
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the following two points: [ESP = 0 in w.g. (0 Pa), Q = 2059 ft3/min (0.97 m3/s)] to [ESP 

= 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa), Q = 1906 ft3/min (0.90 m3/s)].  For units with smaller motors 

which could not operate at an ESP of 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa), the maximum ESP range was 

often set at 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa).  

 

 

Figure 6.3 - Straight lines fit with the end-point method to the ECM-1000A2 data at each 

airflow setting 

 

 

Once the airflow data were linearized, intersection points between the airflow 

curves and system curve could be determined mathematically. The system curves were 

assumed to start at the design airflow which corresponded to an ESP at the high airflow 

setting.  Figure 6.4 showed how a system curve starting at a design ESP of 0.3 in. w.g. 

(75 Pa) would look on the plot of the airflow curves for ECM-1000A2.  The arrows 

pointed to the intersection points between the system and fan airflow curves at each 
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setting.  These intersection points needed to be calculated.  Unlike the normalized method 

(or Constant ESP Method) which estimated fan operating points using a constant ESP, 

the system curve intersections defined the operating points at each setting. This meant 

that instead of using a constant ESP of 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa) at the high, medium, and low 

airflow setting, the ESP intersections between the airflow and system curves decreased as 

the airflow setting decreased. These intersections determined the part-load operation of 

the FCU fans.  The process for estimating these is discussed below.  

 

  

Figure 6.4 - System curve operating points for a design ESP of 0.3 in w.g. (75 Pa) 

 

 

A particular FCU model from a manufacturer may be installed in one application 

where the design ESP would be 0.2 in w.g. (50 Pa).  In another application, the design 

ESP could be 0.5 in w.g. (125 Pa).  Thus, it is important that not just one ESP be used for 

estimating the part-load performance of a given FCU.  Multiple design ESPs should be 
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considered.  Figure 6.5 showed how multiple system curves with different starting ESPs 

intersect the fan curves for ECM-1000A2.   As seen in this figure, choosing different 

design ESPs (and airflows) along the high setting airflow curve affected where the 

system curves intersected the medium and low airflow curves. The consequences of 

choosing different design ESPs along the high setting airflow curve is discussed later in 

this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 6.5 - The system curve starting point depended on the chosen design high setting 

ESP 
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Operating Points Calculations 

 

Equation 6.4 defined the general linear fit for airflow versus ESP at each of the 

airflow settings for a FCU.  To find the operating points at the medium and low airflow 

settings in Figure 6.4 required determining the intersections of the system curve with the 

fan airflow curves at the medium and low settings.  The point where the system curve 

intersects the fan airflow curve for a given, s, can be written as:   

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑠

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠
=  (

𝑄𝑠

𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑠
)

2

        (6.5) 

 

The intersection of Equations 6.4 and 6.5 must be determined.  This could be 

done through iteration with a solver.  However, given that Equation 6.4 is linear, it is 

possible to develop a closed form solution of the intersection of the two equations.  

Substituting Equation 6.4 into 6.5 and rearranging the terms yielded the following 

quadratic equation: 

𝐴1𝑠
2 𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑠

2 + 𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑠 ∗ (2𝐴1𝑠𝐴2𝑠 −
𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑠

2

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠
) + 𝐴2𝑠

2 = 0   (6.6) 

 

Equation 6.6 is in the format of a quadratic equation. Its constants can be represented as 

the quadratic constants a, b, and c.  

𝑎 =  𝐴1𝑠
2       (6.7) 

b =  2𝐴1𝑠𝐴2𝑠 −
𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑠

2

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠
     (6.8) 

 c = 𝐴2𝑠
2

      (6.9) 

The quadratic formula can be used to solve for ESPs: 

 

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑠 =  
−𝑏 ± √𝑏2−4𝑎𝑐 

2𝑎
     (6.10) 
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The quadratic formula gave two solutions for ESPs.  The only solution which made sense 

physically was the one with the negative sign in front of the square root in the numerator: 

𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑠 =  
−𝑏− √𝑏2−4𝑎𝑐

2𝑎
      (6.11) 

 

Once ESPs was determined for the specific airflow setting, the airflow at that setting can 

also be determined by substituting this value for ESPs back into the linear equation for Qs 

in Equation 6.4. At this point in the calculations, ESPs and Qs were known.   

As with the fan airflow curves, the power curves were nearly linear with ESP.  

The power versus ESP curves were linearized in the same way that the airflow curves 

were linearized.   

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑠(𝐸𝑆𝑃) = 𝐵1𝑠 ∗ 𝐸𝑆𝑃 + 𝐵2𝑠         (6.12) 

 

Where, 

B1s and B2s   =   coefficients determined from the fit of each fan power curve 

 

The linear equation for power versus ESP was found by using the same end-point 

method used with airflow curves.  The fan power at the intersections of the airflow and 

system curves at each setting was calculated by substituting the ESP values from 

Equation 6.11 into Equation 6.12.  The estimates of power at each ESP intersection were 

illustrated in Figure 6.6. These intersections provided the operating points for the FCU 

fan as the airflow dropped from the high to the medium and low airflow settings.   With 

the airflow and power calculations completed at the medium and low settings, it was 

possible to estimate part-load airflow and power fractions. 
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Figure 6.6 – Fan power operation points were found using a design ESP of 0.3 in w.g. (75 

Pa) 

 

 

Part-Load Airflow and Power Fractions 

 

The part-load airflow fraction at a given airflow setting, s, was defined as the ratio 

of the airflow at the intersection of the system and airflow curves at that setting to the 

design airflow and design ESP.  The fraction can be written as: 

𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤_𝑠 =  
𝑄𝑠@𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑠

𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑠@𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠
         (6.13) 

 

In the above equation, Qs and ESPs would represent the airflow and ESP where 

the system curve intersected the fan airflow curve for a given airflow setting, s.  All the 

FCUs had a minimum of three airflow settings (high, medium, and low). Because the 

design airflow and ESP were at the high setting, the intersections of the system curve 

were usually calculated for the medium and low settings.  Thus, for a given starting 

design airflow and power, two airflow fractions could be calculated for each unit with 
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Equation 6.13.  As discussed earlier, it was desirable to get estimates of the part-load 

airflow fraction in Equation 6.13 for multiple starting design airflows and ESPs.   

The part-load power fraction, fpl_s, was calculated in a similar way to the part-load 

airflow fraction: 

𝑓𝑝𝑙_𝑠 =  
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑠@𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑠

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑠@𝐸𝑆𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠
         (6.14) 

 

Like the part-load airflow fraction, the part-load power fraction was determined 

from where the system curve intersected the airflow curve at a given setting.  This 

intersection provided ESPs which could be used with Equation 6.12 to determine Pows.  

This calculation needed to be done at each airflow setting and for each design airflow and 

ESP. 

To illustrate how calculations would progress, design airflows and powers were 

first calculated for design ESPs ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 in w.g. (63 to 125 Pa) at the high 

airflow setting.  These values are shown in the first three columns of Table 6.1.  The 

system curve was then applied to the design ESPs and airflows in the table.  The 

intersection of the system curve with the low airflow curve were then estimated.  This 

intersection provided the ESP at the low setting for each starting design ESP.  These are 

shown in the fourth column of Table 6.1.  The resulting airflows and powers at each of 

the intersections of the system curves and the low airflow curve could then be calculated 

using Equations 6.4 and 6.12, respectively.  The result is shown in the last two columns 

of Table 6.1.   
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Table 6.1 - Sample data at the high setting starting and four design ESPs and 

corresponding low ESPs, airflow and power using the System ESP Method for ECM-

1000A2 

 

High setting (Design) Low setting 

ESP 

in w.g. (Pa) 

Airflow 

ft3/min 

(m3/s) 

Power 

W 

ESP 

in w.g. (Pa) 

Airflow 

ft3/min 

(m3/s) 

Power 

W 

0.50 (125) 1972 (0.93) 913 0.39 (97) 1741 (0.82) 621 

0.40 (100) 2015 (0.95) 899 0.31 (78) 1775 (0.84) 608 

0.30 (75) 2059 (0.97) 885 0.23 (58) 1808 (0.85) 596 

0.20 (63) 2102 (0.99) 870 0.15 (38) 1841 (0.87) 584 
 

 

The airflow and power data in Table 6.1 provided the first step in estimating the 

part-load airflow and power fractions. The next step was to apply Equations 6.13 and 

6.14 to the airflow and powers in Table 6.1.  Table 6.2 showed the part-load airflow and 

power fractions for the high, medium, and low airflow settings for ECM-1000A2.  

Despite the different airflow and power quantities at each ESP, the part-load airflow and 

power values remained nearly constant for each design ESP. 

 

Table 6.2 – Part-load airflow and power fractions at each airflow setting and ESP for 

ECM-1000A2 

 

High Medium Low  

ESP 

in w.g. (Pa) 
fflow fpl fflow fpl fflow fpl 

0.50 (125) 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.85 0.88 0.68 

0.40 (100) 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.85 0.88 0.68 

0.30 (75)  1.00 1.00 0.94 0.84 0.87 0.68 

0.20 (63) 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.83 0.87 0.67 
 

 

The values of the part-load airflow and power fractions for ECM-1000A2 were 

then plotted and displayed in Figure 6.7.  Besides showing minimal scatter, the data 

plotted nearly on top of the fan law curve.  Figure 6.8 showed the plot of normalized 
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powers and airflows for the same FCU using the Constant ESP Method from Chapter 

Five.  While the terminology for the airflow and power terms (normalized versus part-

load) were different for the Constant ESP Method and the System ESP Method, both 

attempted to estimate the fan/motor performance at off-design conditions. There was 

more scatter in the data in Figure 6.8, but the values were still near the fan law curve.  For 

this FCU, there did not appear to be much difference between the System ESP Method 

and the Constant ESP Method for this FCU which had a large 1 hp (746 W) fan motor. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 – Part-load power fraction versus part-load airflow fraction for ECM-1000A2 

using the System ESP Method  
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Figure 6.8 – Normalized fan power versus part-load fan airflow for ECM-1000A2 using 

the Constant ESP Method 

 

 

The differences between the two methods became more apparent for FCUs with 

smaller fan motors.  Figure 6.9 showed the part-load power fraction versus part-load 

airflow fraction for the ECM-125D3 which had a 1/8 hp (93W) fan motor.   There was 

some scatter at the lower airflow setting, but still the part-load data grouped together 

well.  Figure 6.10 shows the data using the Constant ESP Method from Chapter Five for 

ECM-125D3.   The differences in the two plots were dramatic.  With the Constant ESP 

Method, the normalized data showed significant scatter at both the medium and low 

settings.  As ESP increased the data in the plots in Figure 6.10 moved up and to the left.  

In contrast, ESP made little difference in the part-load fractions in Figure 6.9.  In 

addition, some of the data in Figure 6.10 crossed the “neutral line” which would indicate 

the fan efficacy (fan motor power divided fan airflow) would increase at some of the low 

settings.  The System ESP Method provided much more tightly grouped data for this 
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smaller FCU.  In addition, the data fell much closer to the fan law curve with the System 

ESP Method. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 – Part-load power fraction versus part-load airflow fraction for ECM-125D3 

using the System ESP Method   

 

 

 

Figure 6.10 – Normalized fan power versus normalized airflow for ECM-125D3 using 

the Constant ESP Method 
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System ESP Method with Individual Manufacturers 

 

Manufacturer A provided data for FCUs with the largest fan motors, with fan 

motors ranging from 1/3 hp (249 W) to 2x1/2 hp (746). Such a high airflow range 

allowed for high part-load airflow and power fractions. For each setting, the part-load 

fractional values were close to the ideal fan curve (See Figure 6.11).  The fan law curve 

could provide an excellent representation of the part-load performance of the FCUs from 

Manufacturer A. 

 

 

Figure 6.11 – Part-load fan power versus part-load fan airflow for all ECM FCUs from 

Manufacturer A 

 

 

Each unit from Manufacturer B had a fan motor size of 1/3 hp (249 W).  As with 

the units from Manufacturer A, much of the part-load data either fell right along or near 

to the fan law curve.  Some units, such as ECM-333B2, fell directly onto the ideal fan 

curve (See Figure 6.12). Other units, such as ECM-333B5, showed some deviation from 

the fan law curve at the low and extra-low (xlow) settings.  These data were near enough 
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to the fan law curve that the fan law curve could easily be used as a reasonable 

approximation for estimating the FCUs’ performance at part-load operation. 

Data was provided by Manufacturer C for only two ECM FCUs, both with 1/3 hp 

(249 W) fan motors. For ECM-333C1, data was only provided for the high and medium 

setting. For ECM-333C2, data was provided for all three settings. The part-load airflow 

and power fraction values for Manufacturer C consistently fell above the ideal fan curve 

(See Figure 6.13). There were also some internal inconsistencies in the data from 

Manufacturer C that we were not able to resolve with the manufacturer. The lack of data 

from Manufacturer C made it difficult to make a detailed analysis of its data set.  

 

 

Figure 6.12 – Part-load fan power versus part-load airflow fraction for ECM FCUs from 

Manufacturer B 
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Figure 6.13 – Part-load fan power versus part-load airflow fraction for ECM FCUs from 

Manufacturer C 

 

 

Manufacturer D provided 14 units (7 vertical and 7 horizontal) for analysis. The 

Manufacturer D fan motors ranged from 1/8 hp (93 W) to 2x1/4 hp (373 W).  Similar to 

the part-load data from Manufacturers A and B, part-load airflow fraction values for 

Manufacturer D matched closely to the ideal fan in the high airflow range and fell above 

the ideal fan in the low airflow range (See Figure 6.14).  
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Figure 6.14 – Part-load fan power versus part-load airflow fraction for ECM FCUs from 

Manufacturer D 

 

Eight units from Manufacturer E were analyzed with the System ESP Method. 

Manufacturer E provided airflow and power data for more than three settings for each 

unit, and so medium, low, and extra-low settings were determined using traditional PSC 

airflow labeling. ECMs from Manufacturer E followed along the ideal fan curve (See 

Figure 6.15).  

Manufacturer F (ULL) provided data on 40 ECM FCUs ranging from 1/10 hp (75 

W) to 3/4 hp (560 W).  While the part-load data from ULL mirrored the quadratic 

relationship of the ideal fan curve, the diversity in manufacturers in the pool of data 

created more scatter along the fan law curve. For example, the part-load values from 

Manufacturers FX and FZ fell slightly below the fan law curve which may have indicated 

significant changes in airflow patterns within the FCU that affected fan performance or 

changes in fan motor efficiency.  Without detailed measurements on the FCU, it was not 

possible to determine why a unit’s performance could fall below the fan law curve.  Other 
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FCUs, such as ECM-000FY3, had part-load data that were visibly higher than the fan law 

curve on the plot.  These units would be expected to have higher W/ft3/min (W/m3/s) than 

those along the ideal fan curve.  Even with the scatter, the data from the ULL tested 

tended to fall along the fan law curve. 

 

 

Figure 6.15 – Part-load fan power versus part-load airflow fraction for ECM FCUs from 

Manufacturer E 
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Figure 6.16 – Part-load fan power versus part-load fan airflow for all ECM FCUs from 

Manufacturer F 

 

 

Figure 6.17 shows the part-load airflow and power fractions for all ECM FCUs 

with complete data sets, plotted with the neutral line and fan law curve.  

 

 

Figure 6.17 – Part-load fan power versus part-load fan airflow for all ECM FCUs 
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 When running multi-speed FCUs in a building simulation program, it is necessary 

to specify the part-load airflows for the medium and low airflow settings.  Table 6.3 

provides the average part-load airflow fractions for the units evaluated in this study.  

Some building simulation programs had default part-load airflows of 0.66 and 0.33 for 

the medium and low settings, respectively (DOE 2018).  As seen in Table 6.3, the 

medium and low airflows for the FCUs in the dataset averaged part-load airflows of that 

were much higher than those defaults.   

 

Table. 6.3 – Average part-load airflow and power fractions at each airflow setting for all 

ECM FCUs 

 

Manufacturer fflow_med fflow_low 

A 0.86 0.73 

B 0.82 0.64 

C 0.74 0.54 

D 0.75 0.52 

E 0.88 0.73 

F 0.80 0.59 

Average 0.81 0.62 

 

 

A third-degree polynomial could be fit to the data in the form shown below: 

 

𝑓𝑝𝑙 =  𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 + 𝑐3𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
2 + 𝑐4𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

3
    (6.15) 

 

 

Where c1 through c4 would be regression coefficients.  This form was used 

previously by O’Neal et al. (2015a) and others to fit part-load airflow and power data.   

The part-load airflow and power data were first fit with a 3rd-degree polynomial 

using the least-squares regression method.  The result is shown in Figure 6.18 and was 

labeled the “best fit” line.  As seen in the plot, the line tracked slightly above the fan law 

curve down to a part-load airflow fraction of about 0.3 to 0.4.  However, below 0.3, the 
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best fit line continued to decrease while the fan law curve began to flatten out.  The best 

fit line then crossed zero at a part-load airflow fraction slightly above 0.2.  Any value of 

part-load power fraction below 0.0 would be unrealistic because it would imply the fan 

motor would be generating energy.  While the best fit curve minimized the sum of square 

errors and provided the best r-squared, it provided unrealistic results for part-load airflow 

fractions below about 0.25.  The reason for the poor fit at low part-load airflow fractions 

can be seen by going back to Figure 6.17 which showed the part-load data for all the 

units.  The lowest part-load airflow fractions were at about 0.25.  There were no data at 

lower part-load airflow fractions.  While O’Neal et al. (2015a) showed part-load airflow 

fractions below 0.20 for ECM FPTUs, there were no low part-load data available for the 

ECM FCUs in this study.  Manufacturers provided data predominately on tapped 

(constant torque) ECM FCUs rather than variable airflow units.  In contrast, the ECM 

FPTU study focused on variable airflow units.  There were data for the variable airflow 

ECM FPTUs at lower part-load airflow fractions than the data for the tapped and variable 

airflow ECM FCUs.  Therefore, the ECSM FCUs that formed the bulk of the data could 

not operate at the lower part-load airflow fractions that variable airflow ECMs could.  

Over 96% of the part-load airflow data was above 0.35, indicating that virtually all of the 

ECM FCUs could not operate below that value.  The curve from the regression appeared 

to fit the data well above 0.35.  However, with the lack of data below 0.25 and an 

unrealistic regression fit at the lower part-load airflow fractions, a different way of fitting 

the data was needed.  

The fit of the data needed to be a third-degree polynomial that, at the very least, 

produced a zero part-load power fraction when the part-load airflow fraction was zero.  In 
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order to “guide” or “force” the fit at lower part-load airflow fractions, the data between 

0.25 and 0.30 were given added weight and additional synthetic data points at part-load 

airflow fractions were added until the fit provided a part-load power fraction slightly 

above zero at the zero part-load airflow fraction.  Figure 6.19 showed the guided fit for 

the part-load data compared to the fan law curve. The guided fit closely followed the 

original best fit curve all the way down to a 0.4 part-load airflow fraction, at which point 

the guided fit approached a part-load power fraction just above zero airflow.  Given that 

the ECM controller would be expected to have a small power draw even at zero airflow, 

the part-load power fraction should have a positive value at zero part-load airflow.    

 

 

Figure 6.18 – Third-degree polynomial best fit curve for the part-load data 
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Figure 6.19 – Third-degree polynomial with the guided fit for the part-load data 

 

 

Table 6.4 – Values of the coefficients for the guided fit third-degree polynomial 

 

Constant Guided Fit 

c1 0.0044 

c2 0.1567 

c3 -0.1010 

c4 0.9400 
 

 

Table 6.5 provided a comparison of the best fit and the guided fit values of part-

load power fractions for a range of part-load airflow fractions down to 0.40.  As seen in 

the table, the two fits deviated by less than 2.5 % over the whole range of part-load 

airflow fractions.  The r-squared value for the best fit curve was 0.9681 while the r-

squared value for the guided fit curve was 0.9676.  Thus, there was little difference in 

how well the curves fit the original data.  Given the lack of data below a part-load airflow 

fraction of 0.25, it is not recommended that the guided fit not be used for part-load 

airflow fractions below that value. 
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Table 6.5 - Comparison of the part-load power fractions using the best fit and guided fit 

third-degree polynomials 

 

Part-Load 

Airflow Fraction 

Part-Load Power Fraction 

Percent Difference 

Best Fit Guided Fit 

1.0 1.000 1.000 0.0% 

0.9 0.744 0.749 0.6% 

0.8 0.543 0.546 0.6% 

0.7 0.388 0.387 -0.2% 

0.6 0.269 0.265 -1.6% 

0.5 0.179 0.175 -2.4% 

0.4 0.109 0.111 1.6% 
 

  

The polynomial fit in Table 6.3 should provide a building modeler with the means 

to estimate the part-load performance of a wide range of ECM FCUs.  Once a building 

simulation program estimated the design airflow requirement in a zone, either a design 

fan efficacy or performance map consistent with ASHRAE 205P would then be used to 

estimate the FCU power at the design condition.   As the building simulation program 

estimated airflow requirements at the off-design conditions, the part-load airflow fraction 

could then be calculated for each time step of the simulation.  Once the part-load airflow 

fractions were known, the part-load curve in Table 6.3 could then be used to estimate the 

part-load power fractions at each time step.  The fan power for each time step would be 

the product of the part-load power fraction and the fan power at the design condition.  As 

was done with the ECM FPTUs (O’Neal 2015), the part-load curve can also be used to 

estimate potential savings with oversizing the ECM FCUs. 
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Summary 

 

The System ESP Method provided a superior way to characterize the part-load 

performance of ECM FCUs when compared to the Constant ESP Method.  When 

compared to the Constant ESP Method, the System ESM Method decreased scatter in 

part-load data for all ECM FCUs.  However, the biggest improvement was for FCUs with 

motor sizes of 1/3 hp (249 W) and below. 

Most of the part-load data fell near to the fan law curve and appeared to be 

independent of manufacturer and motor size.  As a first approximation, the fan law curve 

could be used to estimate the part-load performance of ECM FCUs, but it would provide 

more optimistic savings in power than the third-degree polynomial that was used to fit the 

part-load data.  Based on the part-load data, ECM FCUs should provide substantial power 

savings compared to PSC FCUs under part-load airflow conditions.  The lack of part-load 

airflow data below 0.25 required using a guided fit to provide a third-degree polynomial 

that produced realistic part-load power fractions for part-load airflow fractions below 

0.25.  To produce a better fit at lower part-load airflow fractions would require more test 

data down at these lower values.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

Summary and Conclusions 

 
 

This study used a large set of experimental/test data to analyze the performance of 

fan-coil units with electronically commutated motors and develop a part-load airflow and 

power model that should be able to accurately simulate this technology in building 

simulation programs.  Five manufacturers and the University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

provided data on over 80 fan-coil units.  These units included both vertical and horizontal 

units and a wide range of fan motor sizes that provided a representative sample of the 

ECM FCUs that are currently on the market.  

Some of the ECM FCUs were designed to mimic the behavior of PSC FCUs in 

that they provided discrete airflow control at low, medium, and high airflow settings.  

These are often called “tapped” ECMs.  While ECMs can be programmed with discrete 

airflow settings to mimic the high, medium and low settings of a PSC, the speed of an 

ECM can be continuously varied to provide variable airflow when connected to a fan.  

The other ECM FCUs had continuous or variable airflow control in that they could vary 

the airflow in the FCU to meet the varying thermal loads in the space that the FCU 

serves.   Thus, the format of the airflow and power data varied slightly depending on the 

type of ECM.  The tapped ECMs typically had data on high, medium, and low airflow 

while the variable airflow control ECM FCUs had data in terms of the voltage (2, 4, 6, 8, 

and 10 V) settings on the ECM controller.   
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The fan airflow versus ESP for the ECM FCUs was like the data for PSC FCUs in 

that the airflow tended to go up with increasing ESP.  There were some ECM FCUs that 

were programmed to be “pressure independent” in that the controller attempted to 

maintain a constant airflow as the ESP increased.  The power versus ESP data for the 

ECM FCUs behaved opposite the PSC FCUs.  For the PSC FCUs, the power decreased 

as the ESP increased.  For the ECM FCUs, the power increased as the ESP increased.  

The data from the tapped ECMs indicated that while ECMs can perform at the same 

discrete (high, medium, and low) settings as their PSC counterparts, they typically used 

less power for the same airflow.  For the same airflow, the variable airflow ECM FCUs 

also used less power than the PSC FCUs.  

Three performance models were evaluated in this study: (1) Fan Efficacy, (2) 

Constant ESP, and (3) System ESP.  The fan efficacy model was the first method 

evaluated.  This type of model worked well in prior studies with PSC fan-powered 

terminal units. The best fit line for fan efficacy versus airflow allowed for a quick and 

simple estimation of fan power for an ECM FCU.  However, the data used to create the 

best fit line showed wide variation of fan efficacy at specific values of airflow. The 

model also did not account for the effect of ESP or the airflow setting (high, medium, 

low) of the FCU.  The fan efficacy could provide a quick estimate of fan power at a given 

airflow for someone wanting a “back-of-the envelope” number, but, in general, it was 

inadequate for estimating ECM FCU performance at different airflow settings and 

different ESPs. 

The Constant ESP Method was then evaluated.  This method included a more 

complex analysis that could capture the part-load performance of ECMs and was used 
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successfully in a prior study with fan-powered terminal units having electronically 

commutated fan motors.  In this method, normalized (or part-load) airflows and powers 

were calculated at constant ESPs at each airflow setting using the airflows and powers at 

the high setting as the reference.  The normalized powers and airflows for FCUs with fan 

motors of 1/2 (373 W) and larger grouped together nicely at each fan airflow setting and 

showed little dependence with ESP.  However, for FCUs with smaller fan motors, the 

normalized powers and airflows at each airflow setting varied significantly by ESP.  The 

spread in the normalized data for the small FCUs proved to be unsuitable for developing 

a model that could estimate the part-load performance of ECM FCUs. Therefore, a less 

pressure-dependent variation of the normalized model was needed which led to the 

development of the System ESP Method.  

Having shown the limitations of the first two methods, it was necessary to 

develop a method for characterizing FCUs that would either be less dependent or 

independent of ESP.  The System ESP Method made one small, but significant 

modification to the Constant ESP Method.  The System ESP Method integrated the duct 

“system curve” with the fan airflow versus ESP curves provided by the manufacturers to 

determine the intersections of where the ECM fan would be expected to operate given a 

particular duct system curve. The system curve was a quadratic relationship between 

static pressure and airflow.  The intersections of the system and FCU fan curves were 

used to develop part-load airflow and power fractions referenced to the airflow and 

power values at the high airflow setting.  At least four starting ESPs at the high setting 

were used to define multiple system curves.  The range in starting ESP used for a given 

FCU was dependent on the range of ESP data provided on that FCU by either the 
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manufacturer or ULL.  Results from the ECM FCUs were independent of fan 

manufacturer, fan motor size, orientation of the cabinet (horizontal or vertical), and type 

of ECM (tapped or variable).   In addition, changing the design ESP at the high airflow 

setting had little effect on the part-load airflow and power fractions.  The third-degree 

polynomial fit to the resulting data was close to the fan-law curve and was in a format 

used by prior investigators (O’Neal et al., 2015a).   

While the third-degree part-load model was simple, it should provide a way to 

easily estimate the part-load performance of ECM FCUs in a building simulation model.  

Building simulations programs often do not include pressure calculations when 

simulating air system components, but, rely solely on a mass and energy balance 

approach.  Building simulations programs estimate the design load and airflow in each 

zone in a building.  In addition, they estimate the thermal load and required airflow in 

each zone for each time increment of a simulation.  The ratio of the airflow during a time 

increment divided by the design airflow would provide the part-load airflow fraction for 

the FCU.  Once the part-load airflow fraction was calculated, the part-load power fraction 

could be estimated.  The part-load power fraction could then be used as a correction to 

the design power of the FCU to estimate the fan power used during a time step.  Because 

the polynomial part-load fit of the data only needed estimates of the part-load airflow, a 

building simulation program should be able to easily incorporate it into its calculation 

procedures.  Even a building simulation program that uses pressured dependent 

calculations on the air-side of a duct system can readily use the correlation to determine 

part-load performance of an ECM FCU when operating at off-design conditions because 

the correlation was independent of external static pressure of the FCU.   
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When the data were evaluated with the System ESP Model, the part-load data for 

the ECM FCUs were independent of manufacturer and motor size.  This result implied 

that the correlation developed with this approach could be used with any manufacturer’s 

ECM FCU and with the range of motor sizes used in this study.  This should provide 

flexibility to building simulation users who may not know which manufacturer’s ECM 

FCU or motor size will be used in the eventual installation in the building.   
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